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WELCOME IN Caltanissetta
President of Laboratorio dei Sogni Arch. Fernando Barbieri
With great pleasure, I would like to thank and greet all those who have collaborated since the beginning
on the good result of the eighth edition of the Kalat Nissa Film Festival. The competition was promoted
with the logic of healthy competition, which gave everyone the opportunity to make their work known
internationally. Each short film possessed a message to offer the public through the filmmaker’s point of
view, which was different and therefore unique. It is necessary to think that Cinema is the seventh art
and is a very important cultural phenomenon that clearly embraces many other arts. The Kalat Nissa
Film Festival this year is in its eighth edition, but the commitment of the Cinematographic and Cultural
Association Laboratorio dei sogni is oriented towards the future, with the same aims that pursued, so that
with the experience of all those who have joined the initiative we can refine and strengthen this event. In
life, thanks to heaven, there are not only the disappointments, the considerable operational and economic difficulties faced this
year, but there is also the passion, trust in those who collaborate with you and the demonstrations of affection of many others,
which allow you to find the strength to move forward. A special thanks to the Municipality of Caltanissetta, for supporting the
project of the 8th Kalat Nissa Film Festival with a view to promoting the beautiful Sicilian territory internationally, which in the three
days of the event becomes the center of the world and the cradle of film culture.

Arma dei Carabinieri
Colonnello Gerardo Petitto Provincial Commander Carabinieri Caltanissetta

It is with enthusiasm that the Arma dei Carabinieri adheres to the 8th edition of the Kalat Nissa Film Festival,
in a context decidedly atypical for us military. With two aspects well known to all Italians, the Arma is part
of the corollary of cultural initiatives promoted for this international event. The first, strictly operational, with
the presence of a mobile radio crew, that is of that department that is called in a capillary way to carry out
some of the most important institutional tasks: territorial control and prompt intervention. In fact, through the
calls to 112 the mobile radio patrols are able to promptly reach the citizen in difficulty or who has suffered
a crime. The second is connected to the Carabinieri and cinematography combination. Over the years,
starting from the post-war period, the Arma has been the protagonist of countless films that have narrated
Italian social splits contemporary: from the incomparable interpretations of Vittorio De Sica, Commander
of Station in “Bread, Love and Jealousy” (1953) and “Bread, Love and Fantasy” (1954), to “The Day of the Owl” (1968), whose
Leonardo Sciascia’s narrations were masterfully filmed by a young Franco Nero, to pass to the enigmatic “My generation” (1996)
in which Silvio Orlando plays the role of a captain grappling with a terrorist in an attempt to dissociate him. The production of
television series starring the carabinieri was not lacking, among them “I racconti del Maresciallo” (1968) by Mario Soldati, Gigi
Proietti in “Il Maresciallo Rocca” (1996 - 2008) and today Vanessa Incontrada who “Captain Maria” (2018). These consistent and
constant film and television productions bear witness to the fundamental importance of the Arma as an essential component in
the Italian society of yesterday and today and the awareness of each honest citizen of living in a country where the rule of law is a
constitutional principle . The proof can also be found here in the heart of Sicily where, even in small towns, there are Deans at the
service of citizens through Station Controls supported by both Radio-mobile Nuclei and by investigative and special departments.
I thank the organizers of this important International Exhibition for the space not only physical reserved for the Carabinieri, but also
cultural and relational, offering the opportunity to make known even further, if needed, an institution with 204 years of history.

Institutional Partners
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Mayor Dott. Giovanni Ruvolo
One of the resources of our city is livability. If we work together we can build a city in which to live well.
Cleaning, urban decoration, economic development, exit from isolation, comparison and many ... many
cultural proposals and uncontainable creativity. I believe that believing in the initiatives of the citizens of
the city of Caltanissetta that I represent as the first citizen is the road to the recovery of the civic sense. It
never hurts a good dose of optimism and positivity and the Kalat Nissa Film Festival is a good example.
Also this year the Municipality of Caltanissetta has sponsored this important Nissena reality, which projects
our city towards Europe and other foreign countries. I extend to all the organizers an affectionate habit to
continue in the future with the current enthusiasm and to involve our city more and more.

Regional Police Headquarters in Radom Ispettore Marek Swiszcz
Regional Police Headquarters in Radom is one of the main co-organizers of the National Film
Encounters Kameralne Lato, which during the last 10 years has become a permanent part of
the cultural calendar of film festivals. It is the only film event in Poland with such a strong social
and preventive dimension, within which Polish films made by young artists are presented. The
young generation of filmmakers looking for their own way in life measurs with an artistic view of
the surrounding reality, and the eye of the camera directs on the problems of their peers. What
can better influence on the consciousness of a young man is a cinematic image that promotes valuable
attitudes. Films that deal with various current social problems are selected to the main competition and their
diversity allows identification with the characters, which forces us to reflect on what is important in life.
Last year the first time guests from abroad for exemple from France and Associazone Cinematografica e Culturale Laboratorio Dei
Sogni were present at the festival. Representatives participated in the workshops, thanks to which the participants had the opportunity to gain new film experiences. Radom, just like Caltanissetta for a few days becomes the center of talks about film, meetings
with filmmakers and actors. For this reason, Kalat Nissa Film Festiva is very close to us.
I wish the organizers of the Italian festival many successes and satisfaction with the development of the event, and I wish the participants and guests of the festival beautiful moments spent in Caltanissetka, great movie experiences that will be remembered
deeply. Thank you for inviting us as festival partners and enabling us to participate in it.

ASSOCIAZIONE CINEMATOGRAFICA E CULTURALE
“LABORATORIO DEI SOGNI”
The Cinema and Cultural Association “Laboratorio dei
sogni” was born on 22nd July 2010 and deals with cultural
activities, among which the most important is the Kalat Nissa
Film Festival, an international short film competition which
arrived in 2018 at the its eighth edition. The International Short
Film Festival involves an organization that lasts a whole year
for each edition. The project pursues the aim of promoting
excellence products in the film field at an international
level. The artistic director of the event is Roberto Giacobbo,
honorary president, Maestro Ugo Gregoretti. The Association
has stipulated several Memoranda of Understanding with
other associations in the Nisseno territory, such as the Family
Committee with Alzheimer Association, the Vespa Club
Caltanissetta, the UNICEF Provincial Committee, Radio Club
Service, with the Pro Loco, with Cefpas of Caltanissetta, with
the Hator Academy, with the Ro- mana Academy Achille
Togliani, with the CIP (Italian Paralympics Committee). In 2012
the Association also stipulated a protocol with the ItalianHungarian Vivibudapest Association which is valid until today.
In the association, prestigious novels have been presented
that have even reached the era of the book of Turin, of which
a book-trailer was made. In 2012, he organized a Canon Day.
The initiative of the Kalat Nissa Film Festival has been proposed
in the main European capitals. In 2012 the Episcopal Curia
asked the Laboratory of Dreams Association to organize an
event linked to publishing, as part of the communication
festival. On the occasion of the Mittlecine- mafest, which is an
international festival of Italian cinema, which is currently in its
14th edition and which takes place in the cities of Budapest,
Bratislava, Krakow and Prague, the organizers of the Kalat
are invited by the Institute of Italian Culture of Budapest and
project the short winners of the Kalat Nissa Film Festival at the
Puskin cinema, obtaining a great success with the public and
critics. On April 13, 2013 during the period named “Aspatando
il Kalat” at the “Michele Abbate” multi-purpose center on
the occasion of the year of friendship between Italy and
Hungary, the Association Laboratorio dei sogni organized for
the city of Caltanissetta a cultural initiative with a cinematic
theme, named “Caltanissetta meets Hungary”, for which it
was proposed the vision of three beautiful short films made
by Dr. Gilberto Martinelli on this understanding between
the two nations. The Association has also made a historical
documentary in the form of a docufiction on a true story. In
2014 the Governing Council together with the educators of the
Institute of Pena di Caltanissetta were authorized to carry out
a cultural initiative through a film club for prisoners during the
summer. Dated 2014 also the start as co-organizers of a brand
new Festival, in Pontelandolfo (Benevento) from an idea of
Maestro Gregoretti, the Comicron, international festival of
short comedian. In 2015 the Association was invited in March to
represent the Italian cinema in Yaroslavl at the “Just Good Film”

Festival in Russia together with Mrs. Lora Guerra wife of Tonino
Guerra; always with representation functions, the Association
as co-organizer was invited to Hungary at the Pazmany Film
Festival in Budapest in the period of April since its birth, four
years ago. In the same year the Association also baptized as
a co-organizer the Salus Film Festival, of Caltanissetta, whose
testimonial was Pupi Avati. Also in 2015 the Association won
three Erasmus Plus partners as well as Hungary and Poland
and went to Warsaw and Olsztyn during the Wama Film
Festival with the projects: New cinema paradiso; New film
tools in youth work and Kinographe- school of filmmaking.
Other cultural projects related to cinema and culture have
been developed and implemented for 2016 with universities,
especially for the promotion of cinema in Italy and abroad.
Also in 2016 the “Kalat on tour” initiative was organized in the
city of Agordo (BL) in Veneto. In 2016 and 2017 the Cinema
and Cultural Association Laboratorio dei sogni co-organized
together with actress Sarah Maestri the “Taste the cinema”
Festival of taste in Varese and Agordo. In the latter city of the
Dolomites, the second edition of the Kalat on tour event was
held in the summer of 2017, where the vision of the film shot
at Agordo l’Uomo dei venti, directed by Tuzii, was revived.
with Bear Maria Guerrini protagonist. The Dream Laboratory
Association in February 2017 was also admitted among the
beneficiaries of the projects of the Directorate for Culture
and Youth Policies, the Visual Arts, Cinema, Audiovisual and
Multimedia Department of the Lazio Region with the Kalat
ciak emotion Project. 05 July 2017 at the Casa del Cinema in
Rome - Deluxe Room.For 2018 the second edition of the Kalat
ciak emotion is scheduled for the month of December. In the
period from March 28th to April 4th 2017 the nursery of young
talents of the Association went to Zakopane in Poland for an
Erasmus plus Project on digital communication entitled Use
explore learn. And again in April 2017 the Association went to
Tarnow in Poland on the occasion of the Tarnowska Nagroda
Filmowa for an international conference on Film education
as part of the “New film tools in youth work” project as part of
the activities planned for Erasmus plus on cinematography.
In July 2017 another Erasmus was organized in Radom for the
Kameral- nelato Festival, in collaboration with the Radom
Police with which a cultural collaboration was born for the year
2018. From 19 to 27 May 2018 15 The boys of the Association
will go to Grenoble in France with the ACE Alpine Cinema
Exchange Project for a cinematographic experience of
Visual Storytelling within the Erasmus plus formula. In April 2017
and also in 2018 the Dream Laboratory Association during the
Pazmany Film Festival at the award ceremony of the winners
went to Budapest as co-organizer. For 2018 the Kalat on tour
will have a third national edition in Agordo, but it will also have
another international premiere in Australia in Perth.
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INFO ABOUT Kalat Nissa Film Festival

The international short film competition, which this year is in
its eighth edition (2018), has been called “Kalat Nissa Film
Festival” as a kind homage to the Nissenean citizenship
because it incorporates the ancient Arabic name of the city
of Caltanissetta “Qal at al -nisa “(women’s castle). The festival
is organized by the Film and Cultural Association “Laboratorio
dei sogni” and sponsored by the Municipality of Caltanissetta.
The Festival also had Top Video quality certification from the
national magazine “Tutto Digitale”, an acknowledgment,
which aims to report all those events to which the criteria of
profes- sionality, correctness and competence have been
recognized. and courtesy, which requires this certification.
Media partners in this edition the magazine Italia a Tavola,
L’Alfista and Radio Show Italia. In 2015, President Fernando
Barbieri received an award of excellence in the “Nisseni nel
Mondo” event and in 2018 another prestigious award within
the “Smitizzare in allegria” event in Fiumefreddo for film
promotion. in the world and for the social commitment that the
KalaT Nissa Film Festival is pursuing. The event was created with
the aim of enhancing, promoting and disseminating the short
film as a particularly incisive and current form of expression
at a social and cultural level, to develop the potentials of
the artistic languages of the new media and respond to the
needs of growth. culture of young emerging directors, who
continue to amaze us with their creative abilities.
The 8th Kalat Nissa lm Festival, thanks to the originality of its
sections, reserved for competitors from all over the world,
is a novelty, since the logic is to promote culture, not just as
a means of making known the resources present in every
territory, but above all as an instrument to distance prejudice
and as an opportunity to raise awareness of the social
integration of all people who are considered “different”, for
discriminating reasons.

The themes dealt with by the short films that arrived in the
association ranged from the free theme, to the social theme,
from the problems related to the school world, to those
connected with the dream world - surreal and new 2018 a
section of the competition entirely dedicated to film trailers of
feature films. The Kalat Nissa Film Festival has not only been
conceived as a competition, but as a true Festival with the
logic of an “interactive event”. Workshops, seminars and
meetings with personalities from the world of cinema and
entertainment and various events are, in fact, the setting for the
Festival. There were as many as 437 short films from 60 countries
in the world of the highest professional profile at the Film and
Cultural Association “Laboratorio dei sogni”. The intent of the
festival is to offer all talented filmmakers the opportunity to
have the greatest possible visibility within a context of healthy
competition and the promotion of excellence in the cinema
sector.A technical jury, composed of: Lajos Koltai, Nicoletta
Ercole, Luigi Mariniello, Giancarlo Soldi, Stefania Berbenni,
Stefania Casini (directors, journalists, technicians of the film
industry and artists of national and international fame) has
chosen the best short films realized and will ultimately reward
the overall winner of the Festival. The Festival is organized in
three evenings on 24-25-26 May 2018. During the 24th and 25th
May, the screening of the short films finalists in nomination is
scheduled for the public, during the final evening of the 26th
there will be the award ceremony, inside which the winning
shorts will be shown and all prizes will be awarded to the
winners in the sections and reserved categories. The jury will
read the motivation for choosing the winners.

Program of 8th Kalat Nissa Film Festival
Caltanissetta 24-25-26 of may 2018

festival internazionale
del cortometraggio 2018

THURSDAY 24 OF MAY
Location: Corso Umberto
At 5:00 – 9:00 pm
Welcome Desk “Kalat Nissa Film Festival”
Location: Corso Umberto “La Grande Piazza”
At 5:00 – 9:00 pm
Cultural and social Expo along Corso Umberto
Location: “Regina Margherita” Municipal Theater
Corso Vittorio Emanuele
At 8:00 pm
Official opening of the event with the cutting of the
ribbon at the Regina Margherita Theater The actresses
Tatjana Nardone godmother of the festival and Annalisa

Insardà, presenter At the opening ceremony there will be
a representative of the Carabinieri and the Polish police in
the city of Radom (Warsaw), with which the Caltanissetta
film and cultural association has created an Erasmus Plus
project and which is still an institutional partner in the
KAMERALNELATO Cinema Twinning 8.30 pm The inaugural
evening of the Festival, presents: Annalisa Insardà
• Greetings to the authorities •
VISION OF SHORT FILMS IN NOMINATION Moments of music
and dance in the care of the Associazione Nazionale del
Canto and New Planet Dance with the participation of
Alessia Ventura and Roberto Orlando
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FRIDAY 25 OF MAY

SATURDAY 26 OF MAY

Location: Corso Umberto

Location: IISS “S.Mottura” Viale della Regione 71

At 5:00 – 9:00 pm
Welcome Desk “Kalat Nissa Film Festival”

At 10:30
IISS S.Mottura - Erasmus Plus international report “Spot

Location: Corso Umberto I “La Grande Piazza”

shot” on the topic of promoting good life practices for

At 5:00 – 9:00 pm

young people. Speaker Marek Swiszcz of the Radom Police

Cultural and social Expo along Corso Umberto

Speakers of the workshop also the Teachwers Fernando

5:30 pm Start of the Vespa walk through the city streets;

Barbieri and Cinzia Traina who will exhibit the report of

departure and arrival in Piazza Garibaldi - curated by the

a school project entitled “Live Evil” on good youth life

Vespa Club Caltanissetta and by the Moto Club Pietrarossa

practices
At 12:30

Location: Teatro “Regina Margherita”

Roberto Giacobbo meets the students: with an educational

Corso Vittorio Emanuele

path on “The evolution of man”

At 5:00-7:00 pm
VISION OF SHORT FILMS IN NOMINATION

Location: Hannah arendt hall of the IISS L.Russo,

At 8:30 pm

Via Guastaferro

2nd Festival Evening

At 10:00

Presents: Annalisa Insardà

Meeting debate with the famous Cinematographer:

VISION OF SHORT FILMS IN NOMINATION

V.:Vittorio Storaro (Oscar Award)

Present in the hall: The new jury of the Kalat Nissa film
Festival, represented by: Stefania Berbenni, Luigi Mariniello,

Location: Hotel Institute “A. Di Rocco”

Nicoletta Ercole Evening guests: • Jessica Lena - Singer of

At 1:00 pm

Agordo - Veneto • Dancers from the Planet Dance school

Film-themed lunch organized by the boys of the Istituto

- Cl: Mattia Ognibene and Stefania Palmeri • Cabaret

Alberghiero

with Michele Celeste

Michelangelo Terrazzino (events manager) and Vanda Muti

A representation of the Arma dei

di

Caltanissetta

coordinated

by

prof.

Carabinieri, institutional partner 2018 will be present in the

(Service teacher).

hall and also the International Coordinator (Warsaw) of the

All guests of the Kalat Nissa Film Festival will be present.

Erasmus Plus project: “SPOT SHOT” - Radom, the Chief of

Opening ceremony of the “walk fame” with the cast of the

Police of Radom Chief Marek Swiszcz and the Sindeto of

hands of Maestro Cinematographer V.:Vittorio Storaro

Agordo Sisto Da Roit
Location: Corso Umberto
At 5:00 – 9:00 pm
Welcome Desk “Kalat Nissa Film Festival”

Program of 8th Kalat Nissa Film Festival
Caltanissetta 24-25-26 of may 2018

Location: Corso Umberto I “La Grande Piazza”
At 6.30 pm
Tasting at the Expò of Corso Umberto I. Static exhibition of
historical vehicles from the Ennio Ferraro collection
Location: “Regina Margherita” Theater
Corso Vittorio Emanuele
At 8 pm
Red Carpet with the Festival guests and with a static exhibit
of historical wasps On the red carpet will be placed the
legendary Alfa Quadrifoglio dell’Arma dei Carabinieri,
institutional partner 2018 Presents Laura Abbaleo
At 8:30 pm
Final Gala evening.
The evening presents Roberto Giacobbo and Rosaria
Renna Start of the show, awarding of category prizes and
awarding of the best short ever with the delivery of the
Golden Anniversary Guests of the evening: Rondo Siciliano
and the Cabaret artist Antonio Pandolfo
Interview with the Career Award, award-winning Cinematographer V .: Vittorio Storaro edited by Roberto Giacobbo
Location: Foyer del Teatro Margherita
Evento riservato a tema
At 12:00 pm
Buffet tasting route.
All the guests of the event will be present at the buffet
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Presenter and Artistic
Director
Roberto Giacobbo
He was born in Rome, in October 12,
1961, he is a journalist, television host,
Italian television author and writer. He
was a teacher in “Theory and Techniques of New Media” at the
Faculty of Literature and Philosophy at the University of Ferrara.
He graduated in economics and commerce, he works as a
journalist as a writer, as a radio and television author, and as a
TV broadcaster. He began working as a radio author in 1984
for Radio Dimensione Suono (RDS). In the nineties he devoted
himself to television, signing various programs as an author: Ciao
Italia and Ciao Italia Estate for Rai 1, Big! (program for children
broadcast by Rai 1, winner of a Telegatto), Mezzogiorno in
famiglia and Pomeriggio in famiglia (Rai 2), Mother’s Day (Rai 1),
La cronaca in diretta (Rai 2, Oscar winner Radiocorrie TV in 1994),
Day by Day (Network 4), Animal Friends (Network 4), The Great
Romance of the Bible (Rai 1), and in 1995 he makes another
radio program, With you on the beach, by Paolo Bonolis on Rai
Radio Due.
In 1997 he began to deal with topics related to the mystery for
television, a genre that will make him in the following years known
to the general public. In that year, still as an author, he wrote the

Presenter
Annalisa Insardà
FORMAZIONE
1996/99 Accademia d’Arte drammatica della Calabria diretta da
Luciano Lucignani. Stage: Alejandra
Manini (improvvisazione);Maria Teresa Di Clemente (movimento scenico); Franco Però, Luciano
Lucignani, Edoardo Siravo, Alvaro Piccardi, ClaudioPuglisi,
Paolo Giuranna, Ettore Toscano e Silvio Benedetto (recitazione); Stefano Marcucci, Geoffry Abbot (canto); Gianni
Diotajuti, Olga Macaluso e Daniela Piacentini (dizione); Daniela Bonsch (teatro danza); Flavio Colombaioni (acrobazie, clownerie).
CINEMA
2015 “L’ultimo sole della notte”, regia Matteo Scarfò. Lucia
Rockfeller
2014 “Un dono per la vita”, regia Enzo Carone. Co-protagonista
2011 “Tienimi stretto”, regia Luca Fortino. Co-protagonista;
“Piacere io sono Piero” , regia Enzo Carone. Co-protagonista; “L’isola che non c’è”, regia Luca Fortino. Protagonista;
“Invidia”, regia Robert Gilbert. Protagonista; “Alberi al ven-

new series of Mysteries for Rai 3 conducted by Lorenza Foschini.
In the same year he produced Number Zero (Rai 3), the special
Dario Fo - a jester at the Nobel court (Rai 3), Christmas Special (Rai
3), and three specials of the Variety of Afternoon for the Festival
of Canale 5 Also in 1997, he wrote and performed a comedy
show for the theater, staged at the Teatro Parioli in Rome, and
broadcast by Radio Dimensione Suono. In 1998/1999 he is the
author and editor-in-chief of the Emotions of Life program on
Rete 4, in collaboration with the BBC. In the 1999/2000 season
he produced La macchina del tempo, (Rete 4), conducted by
Alessandro Cecchi Paone, winner of the Telegatto in 2000 and
of the RAI TV Oscar Award. In 2000 he appeared on TV as a
conductor, as well as an author with Irene Bellini, of a broadcast
dedicated to the mixed media, Stargate - Linea di con for
Telemontecarlo (TMC).
In 2001/2002 he created the daily program Cominciamo bene (Rai
3), and he was the director of Sporello Italia on Rai International.
He continues to write and conduct Stargate on La 7 (formerly
TMC), winning the Interna- tional Award of the TV City of Trieste
for two consecutive years in the category Research and Culture.
In 2009 his book is published 2012. The end of the world? The text
contains interviews with experts on the subject. On 24 September
2009 he was appointed deputy director of Rai 2 with responsibility
for dissemination programs and for young people. February 13th
2013 is among the so-called “publishers” of the Sanremo Festival,
conducted by Fabio Fazio, to proclaim Elio and “Le Storie Tese”.
to”, regia Luca Fortino. Protagonista
2009 “Pochi giorni per capire”, regia Carlo Fusco.
Protagonista; “Grigioscuro”, regia Enzo Carone. Protagonista
2007 “E’ tempo di cambiare”, regia Fernando Muraca.
Co-protagonista.
2005 “Lettere dalla Sicilia,” regia Manuel Giliberti.
2004 “Un battito di vita”, regia Virginia Barrett”. Co-protagonista.
2003 “L’ospite segreto”, regia Paolo Modugno. Co-protagonista.
TELEVISIONE
2015 “Lea”, regia Marco Tullio Giordana.
2014 “Questo è il mio paese”, regia Michele Soavi.
2007 “Un caso di coscienza 3” regia Luigi Perelli
2006 “Carabinieri 6” regia Sergio Martino. Protagonista di
puntata.
2002 “Vivere” registi vari.
2000 “Ricominciare” registi vari.
TEATRO
2017 “Medea” di Antonio Tarantino. Regia Manuel Giliberti.
Protagonista.
2016 “Matrimoni e altri effetti collaterali” di Ivan Campillo.
Regia Manuel Giliberti. Protagonista.
2013/2018 “Reality shock”, di e con Annalisa Insardà.
2012 “Gaber…scik come me!”, testi Gaber–Luporini.
Di e con Annalisa Insardà.
2008 “Didone” regia Manuel Giliberti. Co-protagonista

THE PRESENTERS
2007 “Edipo e la sfinge” regia Manuel Giliberti.
Co-protagonista.
2005 “Lasciami stare” regia Manuel Giliberti. Protagonista.
Festival internazionale Salvo Randone.
2005 “Sette contro Tebe” regia Jean Pierre Vincent.
Co-protagonista.
2005 “When love speaks” regia Manuel Giliberti.
Co-protagonista. Festival internazionale Salvo Randone.
2004 “Medea” regia Peter Stein; “Donne in assemblea” regia Luciano Colavero. Co-protagonista;
“La barca dei comici” regia Franco Però. Co-protagonista.
Festival internazionale Salvo Randone.
2003 “Viaggio vuol dire mare” regia Manuel Giliberti.
Protagonista; “Eumenidi” regia Antonio Calenda.
2002 “Sogno di una notte di mezz’estate” regia Franco Però.
Protagonista. Festival internazionale Salvo Randone.
2001 “Il viaggio di Oreste” regia Franco Però. Protagonista.
2000 “Elena o la gioia di vivere” regia Massimo Mòllica.
Co-protagonista.
1999 “La frontiera” regia Franco Però. Co-protagonista.
1999 “Le troiane” regia Paolo Giuranna
1999 “Anfitrione” regia Eros Salonia. Protagonista
1998 “La tragedia degli Alberti” regia Americo Melchionda.
1998 “Le epoche” regia Donatella Venuti.
1998 “Elektra” regia Americo Melchionda.
1998 “L’opera da tre soldi” regia Stefano Marcucci.
1997 “La disputa” regia Alejandra Manini.
Festival Internazionale del Teatro (Amsterdam).
PUBBLICITA’
2012 “Trenta ore per la vita” regia di Tommaso Agnese.
2010 “Rai Fratelli d’Italia” regia Alessandro D’Alatri.
PROGRAMMI TELEVISIVI
2015 “Il verificatore”, Rai 2. Inviata del programma
CONDUZIONE
-Kalat Nissa Film Festival 2015, festival internazionale del cortometraggio (CL);
-”Mino Reitano story” - sfilata di moda, Villa San Giovanni (RC);
-Gran galà di moda e premio giovani stilisti “L’elefante d’oro”,
Laureana di Borrello (RC);
-Premio “La città del sole”, Paola (CS);
-Premio letterario Tropea “Onde mediterranee”, Tropea (VV);
-Premio cinematografico ”Attori non protagonisti-Leopoldo
Trieste”, Caulonia (RC).
DOPPIAGGIO
2012 “Melina per rabbia e per volere” direttore Giuseppe
Manfrè.
2012 “Sposami” direttore Ludovica Modugno.
2010 “Les toques” direttore Renato Cecchetto.
2010 “Al di là del lago” direttore Paolo Modugno.
2010 “We want sex” direttore Ludovica Modugno.
2009 “Indovina chi sposa Sally” direttore Ludovica Modugno.
2009 “Don Matteo 7” direttore Paolo Modugno.
2008 “Don Matteo 6” direttore Paolo Modugno.
2007 “Samoa wedding” direttore Ludovica Modugno.
2007 “Jack Frost” direttore Raffaele Uzzi.
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2007 “La zucca magica” direttore Giovanna Masini.
2006/2007 “American Dragon” direttore Carlo Valli,
Daniela Nardini, Luca Dal Fabbro.
2006 “Happy feet” direttore Carlo Valli.
2006 “Crimson Tide” direttore Carlo Valli.
AUTRICE
-Ergo sum (sceneggiatura cortometraggio);
-Reality Shock (testo teatrale);
-La briganta (sceneggiatura cortometraggio) ;
-La vita sognata di Sofia (sceneggiatura cortometraggio);
-Roba da matti (sceneggiatura cortometraggio);
-Chiamalo Stella (sceneggiatura cortometraggio);
-Prendiamoci da bere (sceneggiatura cortometraggio)
PREMI E RICONOSCIMENTI
2015 Premio “Moda Movie”, attrice e donna d’eccellenza
2014 Riconoscimento Ente Provincia Reggio Calabria per
attività artistica e impegno sociale;
2014 Premio Internazionale “Comunicare l’Europa” - Roma;
2013 Premio “Cultura d’impresa - sezione legalità”, per lo
spettacolo “Reality shock”;
2013 Riconoscimento “Teatro Moda” – Amantea (CZ);
2013 Riconoscimento “Lavora e produci” - Roma;
2012 Riconoscimento “Eccellenze calabresi” - Roma;
2012 Premio “La Città del Sole” – Paola (CS);
2012 Riconoscimento “Donne in Opera” – Ercolano (NA);
2012 Premio “Ciak di Calabria” (CS);
2010 Premio “Miglior attrice” per “Grigioscuro”,
Festival internazionale del cortometraggio di Mendicino;
2009 Premio “Pericle d’oro” per la fiction – Bovalino (RC);
2008 Premio “Migliore attrice” per “E’ tempo di cambiare”, Tropea film Festival;
2005 Premio Asso – stampa (Associazione Nazionale della
Stampa) “Migliore Attrice Emergente” per “I sette contro
Tebe” - Siracusa.
2001 Premio “Prova d’attore”, seconda classificata – Torino.

Presenter
Rosaria Renna
Rosaria Renna was born in Monopoli
(Ba) under the sign of Aries. He attended
various courses of diction, dubbing and
acting, including the Ribalte school of Enzo
Garinei. Actually he studies singing with Rita
Signorino. Before at RDS he spent 5 intense years at Radionorba and
Tele- norba, in Conversano, working as a DJ, presenter and journalist.
In 1994 he won the Grand Prix of Radio as best speaker; in 1997 she
was elected by the readers of TV Sorrisi e Canzoni “the sexiest voice
on the radio” and awarded with the Telegatto. Animator in the disco,
presenter of events, singer. He loves reading, cinema, theater, yoga,
running, cycling, sea and nutella. From 2017 he joined the family of
Radio Monte Carlo.
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Vittorio Storaro

Born in Rome on 24 June 1940. In 1960 the Experimental Center
of Cinematography the Diploma in the Cinema Shooting
section. The moment of cinema debut in Cinema, so much
dreamed, came in 1968 with “GIOVINEZZA GIOVINEZZA”
directed by Franco Rossi, the first film that gave him the
opportunity to express himself completely, inserting in it all
those Cinema concepts that are his own, as a fingerprint of his
Photographic-Figurative vision. Directors such as Luigi Bazzoni,
Giuseppe Patroni Griffi, Fabio Carpi, Giuliano Montaldo,
Salvatore Samperi, Luca Ronconi, Bernardo Bertolucci, Francis
Coppola, Warren Beatty and finally Carlos Saura and Alfonso
Arau, have led him to a more and more in-depth maturation
of the Style Cinematography that has allowed him, over time,
a more and more Conscious research on the creative luministic
possibilities of the Image.
The artistic expression of Storaro has focused from the beginning
on LIGHT, on its possibilities of Scripture, on its value as a Dialogue
between the contrasting elements that compose it, in order to
subsequently explore the Light itself from the inside, discovering
its expressive valences of the chromatic spectrum, the COLORS
that compose it, then devoting itself to the study of the Basic
elements of life and their possible visual representation.

In recent years his attention has been captured by the creative
intuitions symbolized by MUSE, by the possibility of creative vision
of the VISIONARIES and divinatory of the PROPHETS.
Storaro received numerous awards and international awards
including three OSCAR Awards, presented by the Academy of
Film Arts and Sciences in Los Angeles, for the films: “APOCALYPSE
NOW” directed by Francis Coppola, “REDS” directed by Warren
Beatty, “THE LAST EMPEROR” directed by Bernardo Bertolucci.
The Film Academies: Italian (DAVID di DONA- TELLO), English
(BAFTA), Spanish (GOYA), American Television (EMMY), and
the European (CINEMATOGRAPHY AWARD), presented them
for various films. Academy Award. He received 4 LAUREE
HONORIS CAUSA: from the University of Lodz in Poland, from
the University of Sociology of Urbino, from the Academy of
Fine Arts of Macerata and from the Academy of Fine Arts of
Brera. Awarded the title of AMBASSADOR OF THE IMAGE OF
ROME President of the ITALIAN ASSOCIATION AUTHORS OF THE
PHOTO- CINEMATOGRAPHIC GRAPHY in the years 1988-90.
Until 2009 AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS A.S.C.
Member of the EUROPEAN ACADEMY OF FILM AND TELEVISION
Member of the ACADEMY OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS SCIENCES
of Los Angeles. Member of the ITALIAN CINEMATOGRAPHICAL
ACADEMY Honorary President of the ACCADEMIA DELLA LUCE.
Member of the Board of OLAF, in the capacity of: AUTHOR
LETTER-RIO-AUTHOR PHOTOGRAPHY-AUTHOR ARTS FIGURATIVE,
PLASTIC AND PHOTOGRAPHERS President or Member of several
important WORLD CINEMATOGRAPHIC FESTIVALS.
Received THE CINAMATOGARFICA CAREER AWARD from:
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS (Los An- gelesUSA) CAMERIMAGE FILM FESTIVAL (Torun / Lodz-Polo- nia)
TELLURIDE FILM FESTIVAL (Denver-USA) LOCARNO FILM FESTIVAL
(Locarno-Switzerland) THESSALONIKY FILM FESTIVAL (Thessaloniky-Greece) MACEDONIA FILM FESTIVAL (Bitola-Republic
of Macedonia) CRITICAL CINEMATOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION
ITA- LIANI (Taormina-Italy). He taught “Writing with Light”
at the INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY of ARTS and IMAGE
SCIENCES of L’Aquila from 1995 to 2004. He leads SEMINARS
in CINEMATOGRAPHY at Academies-Universities-Universities all
over the world. His dream is the edition of the series of books,
three volumes already published, on pictorial inspiration,
on philosophical knowledge: LIGHT, COLORS, ELEMENTS,
and in preparation on the creative inspirations of MUSE and
VISIONARIES , who accompanied him throughout his creative
life entitled: “SCRI-VERE CON LA LUCE”.
His aspiration is the possible legislative recognition of
“COPYRIGHT” for all the authors of the Cinema Photography
of the world.
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VITTORIO STORARO’s FILMOGRAPHY
1998 “TANGO”: Carlos Saura- Sony Classic
1998 “MIRKA”: Rashid Benhadj-Capitol
1998: “GOYA in Burdeos”: Carlos Saura- Lola Films
1999: “PICKING UP THE PIECES”, Alfonso Arau-Kushner-Lock
2000: “Frank Herbert’s DUNE” , John Harrison,- A.B.C.Entertainement
2000: “LA TRAVIATA in Paris” , Giuseppe Patroni Griffi- R.A.I. UNO
2002: “CHARACTER OF THE ITALIAN’S ART”, Accademia dell’immagine- ISTITUTO LUCE
2003: “DOMINIUM , the prequel of the Exorcist”, Paul Schrader-WARNER BROS
2003: “ZAPATA”, Alfonso Arau-LATIN ARTS
2004: “EXORCIST, the beginning”, Renny Harling-WARNER BROS
2004: “THE RUSSIAN ARMY in VATICAN”, Cesare Gigli- R.A.I. UNO
2005: “ALL THE INVISIBLE CHILDREN” (Italian Episode), Stefano
Veneruso-RAI CINEMA
2006: “CARAVAGGIO” , Angelo Longoni-RAI CINEMA
2008: “L’IMBROGLIO NEL LENZUOLO”, Alfonso Arau -RAI CINEMA
2006/08 “I, DON JOHN, Carlos Saura-Lola Films/Lucky Red
2010: “FLAMENCO FLAMENCO”, Carlos Saura- GPD (General Prod).
2010: “PARFUMS D’ALGER”, Rachid Benhadj-Algeri Culture cent.
2010: “RIGOLETTO in Mantua”, Marco Bellocchio-RAI UNO
2011/2: “MOHAMMAD:The messenger of God”, Majid Majidi-NOOR Production
2015: “CAFE’ SOCIETY”, Woody Allen-PERDIDO Produc.
2016: “WONDER WHEEL”, Woody Allen-PERDIDO Produc.
VITTORIO STORARO’s MAIN AWARDS (February 2014)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
LOS ANGELES ACADEMY MOTION PICTURE ARTS AND SCIENCES
1980: “OSCAR” AWARD : Oustanding achievement in Cinematography -”APOCALYPSE NOW “
1982: “OSCAR” AWARD : Oustanding achievement in Cinematography -”REDS “
I988: “OSCAR” AWARD : Oustanding achievement in Cinematography-”THE LAST EMPEROR “
1990: NOMINATION: Oustanding Cinematograph.- DICK TRACY “
FILM CRITICS ASSOCIATION (Los Angeles)
1981: ANNUAL AWARD: Best Cinematography -” REDS “
1987: ANNUAL AWARD: Best Cinematography
”THE LAST EMPEROR “
ACADEMY TELEVISION ARTS AND SCIENCES
1986: NOMINATION: .....Best Cinematography -” PETER THE GREAT “ 2001: “EMMY”AWARD Best Cinematography.-”Frank Herbert’s DUNE”
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS
I988: NOMINATION: Best Cinematography -”THE LAST EMPEROR “
1990: NOMINATION: Best Cinematography .”DICK TRACY “
2000: ANNUAL AWARD - A.S.C. LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
NEW YORK THE NATIONALSOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS (The New
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York Film Critics Circle)
I97I: ANNUAL AWARD: Best Cinematography ” THE CONFORMIST”
1987: ANNUAL AWARD: Best Cinematography.”THE LAST EMPEROR”
1990: ANNUAL AWARD: Best Cinematography”THE SHELTERING SKY “
TELLURIDE -TELLURIDE FILM FESTIVAL
1998 : “SILVER MEDAL” AWARD - TRIBUTE- LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
BOSTON
1998 - ANNUAL AWARD - Best Cinematography) -”THE LAST EMPEROR”
2005: CINEMATOGRAPHY AWARD - PERSONAL TRIBUTE
BOSTON SOCIETY OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS THE BOSTON COOLIDGE FOUNDATION
ARGENTINA
1998 - ANNUAL AWARD - Best Cinematography) - ”TANGO”
ARGENTINIAN FILM CRITICS ASSOCIATION
VITTORIO STORARO’s MAIN AWARDS EUROPE
EUROPEAN ACADEMY MOTION PICTURE ARTS AND SCIENCES
2000: ANNUAL AWARD: Best Cinematogra hy - “GOYA in Bordeaux”
ENGLAND
BRITISH ACADEMY FILM & TELEVISION ARTS AND SCIENCES
I979: NOMINATION: Best Cinematography ”APOCALYPSE NOW”
1983: NOMINATION: Best Cinematography “REDS”
1989: NOMINATION: Best Cinematography ”THE LAST EMPEROR”
1991: “B.A.F.T.A.” AWARD: Best Cinematography ”THE SHELTERING SKY”
BRITISH SOCIETY OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS
1979: NOMINATION : Best Cinematography ” APOCALYPSE NOW”
1989: ANNUAL AWARD: Best Cinematography “THE LAST EMPEROR”
FRANCE
COMMISSION SUPERIOR TECNIQUE I974 : PRIZE’ OF HONOR: Best
Cinematography - “IDENTIKIT”
COMMISSION SUPERIOR TECNIQUE (Cannes Film Festival)
1998: TECHNICAL AWARD: Best Cinematography ”TANGO”
SPAIN
SPANISH ACADEMY MOTION PICTURE ARTS AND SCIENCES 1996:
NOMINATION: Best Cinematography - “FLAMENCO”
1999: NOMINATION: Best Cinematography - ”TANGO”
2000: “GOYA” AWARD: Best Cinematography - “GOYA in Bordeaux”
MADRIDIMAGE FILM FESTIVAL 1998: ANNUAL AWARD: Best Cinematography - ” TANGO “
FILM WRITER CIRCLE 1999: ANNUAL AWARD: Best Cinematography - ” TANGO “
2000: ANNUAL AWARD : Best Cinematography -”GOYA in Bordeaux”
POLAND
CAMERIMAGE FILM FESTIVAL 1994: AWARD “GOLDEN FROG”
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
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1995: NOMINATION : Best Cinematography - ”FLAMENCO”
1996: NOMINATION : Best Cinematography - “TAXI”
1997: AWARD “GOLDEN FROG”BEST DUO Director-Cinematograf. B.BERTOLUCCI-V.STORARO
1998: NOMINATION : Best Cinematography - ”TANGO”
1998: AWARD”PRESIDENT”: Best Cinematography - ”TANGO”
1999: NOMINATION : Best Cinematography - ”GOYA in Bordeaux”
2009: AWARD “GOLDEN FROG”BEST DUO Director-Cinematograher. C.SAURA - V.STORARO
VITTORIO STORARO’s MAIN AWARDS
2010: NOMINATION : Best Cinematography - ”IO, DON GIOVANNI”
2015: AWARD “GOLDEN FROG”BEST DUO Director-Cinematograher: M.MAJIDI -V. STORARO
HUNGARY
HUNGARIAN SOCIETY OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS
“Golden Eye” Film Festival
2013: AWARD “ETERNITY”- LIFE TIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
ITALY
I988: “DAVID of DONATELLO AWARD” : Best Cinematography ”THE LAST EMPEROR”

ITALIAN FILM ACADEMY
2009: “NOMINATION” for a David of Donatello Award: Best Cinematography - ”CARAVAGGIO”
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS
1970: “SILVER RIBBON” AWARD: Best Cinematography
”YOUTHFUL,YOUTHFUL”
1988: “SILVER RIBBON” AWARD: Best Cinematography ”THE LAST EMPEROR”
1990: “SILVER RIBBON” AWARD : Best Cinematography ”THE SHELTERING SKY “
1994: “SILVER RIBBON” AWARD: Best Cinematography ”THE LITTLE BUDDHA “
1999 : “SILVER RIBBON” AWARD: Best Cinematography ” TANGO “
2001: “SILVER RIBBON” AWARD: Best Cinematography ”GOYA in bordeaux “
2008: “SILVER RIBBON” AWARD
LIFE TIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
ASIA MERIDIONALE IRAN
FAJR INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
2014: “THE POEM” AWARD - LIFE TIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Ugo Gegoretti

Aleksandr Konstantinovič Petrov

Author of custom observation programs like Contrabassoon,
The Pickwick Circle and parodic series like Fatal Eggs.
2001 Golden Compass Award for the transmission of
Design Lessons. Among his cinematic works are the new
angels (1962), film-investigation on young people, the
sci-fi apologue Omicron (1963), the two documentaries
Apollon, a factory occupied (1969) and Contract (1971)
and the autobiographical May musical (1990). He also
measured himself as a lyrical director. In 2012 he published
his autobiography La storia sono io (with an open ending.)
In 2009 he received the Ilaria Alpi journalistic award, as
“journalist, theater and television author, director, actor,
always a man of high intellectual and civil commitment”
and in 2010 the Silver Ribbon for Lifetime Achievement,
and in 2016 he was honored as an honorary member
of the Rotary Club of Benevento, receiving the Lifetime
Achievement Award at the Kalat Nissa Film Festival in 2014.
Since that year he has also been the Honorary President of
the Festival.

Aleksandr Konstantinoviš Petrov also known as Alexander
Petrov
(Александр Константинович Петров born in
Yaroslavl, Russia on July 17, 1957 is a Russian director and
animator, followed by art courses at the VGIK (Russian
National Film and Television School) and was a pupil of Yuri
Norstein. made his first films in Russia, he worked in Canada at
the novel The Old and the Sea of Hamingway, thanks to which
he won the Oscar
as the author of
the best animation
short film in 2000 with
the
eponymous
title: “The old man
and
the
sea”
(Старик и море),
an animation short
film of 1999, realized
with the animation
technique
called

2014
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glass painting (Paint-on-glass animation).
Jutra award, the Annecy International Animation Film
Award and the Lifetime Achievement Award at the Kalat
Nissa Film Festival in Caltanissetta in 2015.

Lajos Koltai
He is a regular contributor to the Hungarian director István
Szabó and to the Italian director Giuseppe Tornatore, an
Oscar nominee for Malèna’s photography, for which he
also won the David di Donatello for the same category. In
1965 he began the course of opera- tor at the University of
Cinematography where he was a student of Illyés György. In
1970 he graduated with the film “Propagandists”. He is one
of the decisive individuals in the Hungarian film industry of
the 1970s. From the beginning he is the permanent shooting
operator of one of the biggest Hungarian recorders, Istvan
Szabó. He photographed the only Hungarian film that won
the Oscar: the Mephisto (1981) as well as other important
films by Szabo ‘such as Colonel Redl, Dolce Emma, Cara
Böbe, or “Tentazione di Venere” (with the protégonist
Glenn Glose). The Mephisto and Colonel Redl opened the
way for America. He has participated in many successful
films (La Giusta Causa with Laurence Fishburne, Sean
Connery and Ed Harris, as well as “Homer and Eddie” in
which Mary Steenburgen received the Oscar). He too
participates in the triumph of the Sunshine. He received
the European Film Awards for photography. The merit they
receive only a few: is a member of the American Society of
Cinematographers and of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences which distributes the Oscars. He was
nominated for an Oscar award twice. In 2016 he received
a Lifetime Achievement Award during the Kalat Nissa Film
Festival.

2015

2016

Milena Vukotic
Milena Vukotic (Rome, 23 April 1935 is an Italian actress,
winner of a Silver ribbon and several times (1983, 1991, 2014)
nominated for the David di Donatello [3]. It is known for
its interpretations in Gran Bollito di Bolognini, The discreet
charm of the bourgeoisie of Luis Buñuel, for the role of
Raffaello Mascetti’s wife in Amici mia by Mario Monicelli, for
the role of Pina Fantozzi in the Fantozzi saga of the Village
and for the role of Enrica Morelli in the television series Un
medico in famiglia. In over ninety-five films in which he
took part, Milena Vukotić was directed by several directors,
both Italian and foreign. We mention the names of Ettore
Scola, Mario Monicelli, Lina Wertmüller, Steno, Carlo Lizzani,
Federico Fellini, Carlo Verdone, Luis Buñuel, Bernardo
Bertolucci, Sergio Martino, Andrej Arsen’evič Tarkovsky,
Nagisa Oshima, Walerian Bo-rowczyk, Franco Zeffirelli and
Ferzan Özpetek.

2017
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Lajos koltai
Director, Director
of Photography
He was born in Budapest on 2nd of
April 1946. As a high school student
of amateur films, in 1964-65 he
worked on television as an assistant camera operator
and cameraman. In 1965 he began an operator course
at the University of Cinematography where he was a
student of Illyés György. In 1970 he graduated with the film
“Propagandists”. Since 1970 he works at MAFILM; at the
beginning he shoots some documentaries, and in three
art films he was the cameraman of his professor. He is one
of the determining individuals of Hungarian cinema in the
1970s. The main station of his activity was the photograph of
the soap operas and the telegiochi.
The opal, dark tones, and the mystical climate set deep
in the viewer are characteristic of his photography. He
photographed some memorable works like “Madame Dery,
where is it?” (1975) and “Belle e i pazzi” (1976). One of the
most successful works is the epoch-making “The Time Stops”
(1981) directed by Peter Gothar, in which the application of
the lights (citation of the past and political upheavals) have
made the film inimitable thanks to magnificent photography.
From the beginning he is the permanent shooting operator
of one of the biggest Hungarian recorders, István Szabó.
He has photographed the only Hungarian film that won
him the premier Oscar: the Mephisto (1981) as well as other
important films by Szabo ‘such as Il Colonel Redl, Dolce
Emma, Cara Böbe, or “Tentazione di Venere” (with the
protagonist Glenn Glose).
The Mephisto and Colonel Redl opened the way for
America. He has participated in many successful films (La
Giusta Causa with Laurence Fishburne, Sean Connery
and Ed Harris, as well as “Homer and Eddie” in which Mary
Steenburgen received the Oscar). He also participated
in the triumph of Sunshine (1999, with Ralph Fiennes and
many Hungarian actors in the main roles): he received
the European Film Awards for photography. The merit they
receive only a few: is the member of the American Society of
Cinematographers and of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences which distributes the Oscars. He was
nominated for an Oscar award twice. He is the Mephisto
operator who received the Oscar award.

Luigi Mariniello
Produttore Raifiction
Luigi Mariniello is a Producer of Rai
fiction. Luigi graduated in 2001 in Law
at the University of Naples “Federico
II” and in 2003 obtained the Master
in
Programming
and
Television
Production organized by the Department of Sociology and
Communication of the “Sapienza” University of Rome. In
2004 he began his career as a collaborator, as an editor, for
RaiTre, specializing in the development and realization of the
industrial serial series “Un Posto al Sole” and “La Squadra”. In
these years he devoted himself to the problems related to the
development of the series, to the subjects and the screenplays,
to the shooting versions, to the choice of the betting roles
and to the new editorial proposals. In 2008 he was hired as a
producer at RaiFiction and since then he continues to deal
with long seriality. He has also worked on other fiction formats
- passing through all kinds of storylines - from miniseries and TV
movies to classic series and series for the web. From 2014 to
2016 he was responsible for the ray.it website and dedicated
himself to the web offer aimed at a younger audience.
Among the most significant titles of the prime time of the three
Rai networks: “The Vertical Line”, “The Red Door”, “Max and
Helene”, “All can happen (series I),” One Great Family (series
I-III), “The Judge Meschino”, “The New Team “(Series I-III).

Stefania Berbenni
Journalist
Various roles in the areas of
Performances, Culture and Society,
with particular attention to Cinema
and Television. Radio experiences and
internships abroad at New York One.
Professional Consultant for Communication and Cultural
Projects at the Authority for the Childhood and Adolescence
(2013-2015). Attention to issues related to the world of women,
children, adolescents and family relationships. Author of
What the husbands do not say (Mondadori, 2010) and The
Dreamer of Positano (Cinquesensi Editore, 2012).
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Nicoletta Ercole
Costume Designer
Costume designer for cinema, theater and
television since 1974, she has worked with
many Italian and international directors:
from Marco Ferreri, for whom she designed
the costumes for about 12 films at the
Bolognini, Visconti, Benigni, Tornatore, James Cameron, Richard
Loncraine, Julie Taymor, Francis Ford Coppola, Margarethe Von
Trotta, De Sica, Vanzina, Pieraccioni, Nuti, and many others. She
designed costumes for more than 130 films for cinema, television
and many theatrical performances, working with Polansky,
Barbareschi, Giorgio Ferrara and many others. She has worked in
the field of fashion since 1971 collaborating with fashion designers
such as Pier Luigi Trico, Renato Balestra, Valentino, Laura Biagiotti,

Stefania Casini
Director, Author, Journalist
Stefania Casini is a Director, Author,
Journalist. She had got a degree in
architecture and a brilliant career as
an author who allows her to work with
Pietro Germi, Bernardo Bertolucci, Peter
Greenaway, Dario Argento, In the late 1970s Paul Morrissey moved
to New York where she worked with ANDY WARHOL in the film Andy
Warhol’s Bad, then decided to go behind the camera and began
her career as a journalist and director. For the cinema she writes
and directs together with Fransesca Marciano the film “Lontano
da dove” presented at the FILM FESTIVAL DI VENEZIA. She then
writes and directs: A paradise of lies with Claudio Amendola and
Antonella Ponziani. In 2000-2002 she directs the “Terra di Siena”
Film Festival. Directs 6 films for MEDIASET for the series she created
WINNING TO WIN. An expert and intrepid traveler, she makes
numerous documentaries and reports all over the world for MIXER,

Giancarlo Soldi
Author, Director
He is a director and an author. He made
his debut with the short film “Paranaja” in
1979. In 1982 he made the short film “No
future” with which he won the Filmmaker
Festival in Milan. He then created “Polsi
Sottili”, a prize presented by Filmaker 1985 and presented at the
Forum of the Ber- lino Festival. Researcher of new languages he
made the documentary “Candid Kantor” on the great playwright

Trussardi for whom she has curated some events and fashion shows.
She has been a consultant to Bulgari for the promotion of product
placement in Italy and North America for about 8 years. Over the
years she has developed personal and professional relationships
with many designers and artisans in the field Italian fashion like
Armani, Fendi, Ferrè, Lancetti, Misoni, Scervino, Balestra. She has
worked in the field of culture and cinema as a consultant for
Cinecittà Holding 2006-2008 he has curated an award dedicated
to all film technicians and artisans on behalf of the company. In
2007, she was responsible for organizing the celebrations for the
70th anniversary of Cinecittà, with an international parterre. She
has been nominated three times at the Silver Ribbons for Best
Costume Designers, three times at the David di Donatello, once
for the Emmy Awards and a short Academy Award with Milena
Canonero. Since 2008 he has been a Councilor for special events,
external relations and the patronage project of the Festival of 2
Worlds of Spoleto under the direction of Giorgio Ferrara.
Format, including the successful series “AMERICA LATINA: stories of
women”, “ISLAM: stories of women”, “Having 20 years ...” and for
HISTORY WE ARE: “Shame: journey to the center of modesty.” “Street
priests” “The future is already here: journey in communication.” “So
far away so close: portraits of suburbs”. Lately it has created and
realized the BORSETTE filler for RAISAT Premium. She has also made
some emotional films for MARATON ARTE and the documentary
SCHIAFFO ALLA MAFIA, the flag of a lived experience of the
cooperative Pio La Torre, which works the land confiscated in the
Corleonese. He directed IESTV digital TV for a year and returned to
the documentary with Madein Albania and the secret waters of
Palermo, she also produced: Come Tex nessuno mai and NESSUNO
SIAMO PERFETTI who won the Nastro d’argento special mention
2015. As a journalist she has collaborated with Amica, MODA, TV7
evening courier, GIOIA, Marie Claire, Tv Sorrisi e canzoni, GRAZIA.
In recent years he has dedicated himself to the study of new
interactive languages by participating in various work shops she has
participated in the Hackathon in Leipzig and has done a working
experience at the Paris studio Small Bang. Her new project is a
transmedia documentary on the migrants called MARE NOSTRUM.
Tadeusz Kantor and that he obtains the Special Mention at TTV
Teatro in video directed by Franco Quadri. He directed the film
“Nero.”, Written by Tiziano Sclavi, played by Sergio Castellitto,
Chiara Caselli and Hugo Pratt (Venice Film Festival in 1992. Special
mention at the Festival of the Polar Film of Cognac). Always
looking for new languages in 1998 he made the series “Alex,
investigations on secret worlds” interpreted by Romina Mondello.
His love for comics led him to make documentaries: “Nuvole
Parlanti”, “I fumetti e noi” and “Graphic” Reporter “. In 2013 he
produced the documentary “Come TEX Nessuno Mai”, distributed
by SergioBonelliEditore. In 2015, his documentary “Nessuno Siamo
Perfetti” obtains Nastro d’Argento special mention.
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Tatjana Nardone
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
2011/2013 - Diploma of Actress at
the AIAD - International Academy
of Dramatic Arts at the Vittorio
Gassman Quirino Theater. 2013 - Stage
Commediadell’arte C. Boso.
2012 Intensive Stage Lee Strasberg in English with Marylin Fried
(acting coach, Actors Studio NY)
2011 Academic course of acting and dubbing at ACT
MULTIMEDIA - CINECITTA ‘with A.Ward, Franco B. Taviani and
A.Piccardi
CINEMA
2017 ALSO WITHOUT YOU 2016 REDWOOD
014 STALKING EVE (role Judy)
2012 THE UNKNOWN (Kay role) TELEVISION
2017 THE PARADISE OF THE LORD 2
2015/2016 PHYSICIANS: MASTERS OF FLORENCE
(8 episodes, role of Emilia)
2015 THE PARADISE OF THE LORDS (6 episodes: role of Donata)
2015 DON MATTEO 10 (role of Giorgia)

Antonio Pandolfo
He is one of the greatest comic
talents in Sicily. He has supervised the
different schools dedicated to minors
and disabled people of Pippo La
Barba Antonio Pandolfo was born in
Alcamo on 4 August 1975. The passion
for the Teatro brings him to the age of 16 to take part in
the activities of the “Piccolo Teatro” of Alcamo, which
recognizes its ability and sense of comedy by inserting it into
several projects by as many popular authors (Pirandello,
Martoglio, De Filippo, etc ). Also important is the experience
of animator at tourist villages, which gives him greater
confidence in interacting with the public, especially in the
squares and in the outdoor theaters. He devoted himself to
theatrical studies, attending academic courses in Rome at
the Scharoff (Staisislawsky method), to the study of theatertherapy and participates in various workshops and seminars
on the profession of the actor: Emma Dante in Palermo
(“mpalermu” workshop “), Jango Edwards on clownerìe,
Teatribù of Milan on theatrical improvisation.
He also attended a seminar on the Strasberg method

THEATER
2014 MILES GLORIOSUS by T.M Plauto (role Filocomasia)
2013 L’OPERA DA TRE SOLDI (ruolo Polly Peachum)
2012 ASPETTANDO IL FUTURO Directors F. Bonelli Tom Paton
J.Verni F.B.Taviani S.G.Memica M.Vullo J.Michelini A.Piccardi
C.Boso R. Masciopinto
Spots
2013 Actress “I like Bakery House - summer time” Rome (It) 1998
Actress “Association Friends bank of Ireland”. Dublin (Ire).
Awards
2017 - Best Actress Award at the British Horror Film Festival for the
film Redwood by Tom Paton
2005 Best Theater Actress Award - IV National Theater Review of
the Tulip Convitto Nazionale di Arpino.
LANGUAGES Italian (mother tongue) English (mother tongue)
French SPORT Soccer, Tennis, Volleyball, Fencing, Box.
CANTO Jazz, country, pop Voice: Soprano.

with a teacher at the Actor’s Studio in New York: Marylin
Fri ed. He wrote his first monologue show entitled “The
thief of Cassateddi”, in which he presented some of his
personalities, among which ERRICUCCIO stands out, which
he still promotes in shows.
At the Agricantus in Paleramo, he began a collaborator
of Sergio Vespertino with the show “Caos”, with Ernesto
Maria Ponte, with whom he staged “All sex in 90 minutes”,
then with Giovanni Cangialosi, Gino Carista, but above all
with the great Pippo Spicuzza, who wants him first to the
Orion of Palermo for “Andy and Normann” and then to the
Biondo Stabile for “Palermo without scene.” Receives the
“Bronze Satyr” award as an actor for the theater comic.
The passion for comic writing led him to write “TRE MENO 2
= SOLO”, staged at the Convent of Palermo from October
to December 2008, with the direction of Ignazio Mannelli;
also in Palermo, at the Lelio theater, he recites in “Miles
Gloriosus”, directed by Giuditta Liolio. Then he is contacted
by Giovanni Nanfa “the professor” to take part in a show
called “Bentornata Rivista” written by Nanfa and Lino
Piscopo. Later, with the precious collaboration of Franco Di
Modica, he writes and stages the “STRESS” Convent. Since
then he has almost always worked with Nanfa, first at the
Convent, then at the Jolly Theater.
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Michele Celeste
DAMS, humanistic three-year degree:
Cinema,
theater,
dramaturgy,
music, literature, history, art history,
aesthetics, etc. after graduation
etc. etc. He attended the TEATES
Theater School directed by Michele
Perriera, has attended internships with Lidia Biondi, Giovanni
Pampiglione, Silvia Wladimiwski, Gabriela Entebi. Among
his teachers, the playmaker and actor Jack La Cayenne of
which he was assistant in theater stages.
CINEMA AND TELEVISION
2017 July- November THE MAFIA KILLS SOLO SUMMER, 2nd
series, fiction broadcast by Rai Uno, 5 episodes. Role:
Michele, the employee of the Registry Office of the City of
Palermo. Production of Wildeside-Rai, 2017.
2017 November FOOD THAT YOU GO KANEBA YOU FIND,
TV program produced and broadcast by Video Region 16
Channel of the terrestrial satellite. Co-run with Carlo Kaneba
(first five episodes).
2016 April ME HOPE REMAINS, docufilm. Male protagonist.
Role: the fisherman. Produced by Nashira, Milan. Winner of
the “Different Smile” award RaI CINEMa CHANNEL, XI “Black
Silk Tulips” International Festival, Teatro Olimpico, Rome, 29
April 2018. The short film recorded the visualization record on
the Rai.it platform (35.948 views)
2016 THE MAFIA KILLS SOLO SUMMER, 1st series, fiction
broadcast by Rai Uno and in reply on Rai 5 (2018), 6
episodes. Role: Michele the employee of the Registry Office
of the City of Palermo. Wildeside production, 2016.
2013 HOTELLO FULL IMMERSION, videoteatro, author
Michele Celeste, theatrical and television direction by
Michele Celeste; director of photography Alessandro Caiuli.

Mattia Ognibene
Stefania Palmeri
Third Classified at the FIDS 2018 Regional Championship in the 19/34 A2
category. Second place at the Pistoia
Open 2017. Back in the top 30 of the
WDSF Open Latin international competitions and Rising Stata at the Tuscany Open 2018. Interprovincial FIDS champions 2017 and vice champions Coppa Sicilia 2017.

Production of the Officinateatro Association. Winner of the
Grand Prix of the Theater, videoteatro section, theater
Regina Margherita (ex Bagaglino) Rome 2015.
2013 LI CLURA - Video Clip of the singer-songwriter Mario
Incudine produced by AMIRA 3 for the RCA music label.
Broadcast by MTV. Role: mime-clown.
2010 SHORT CIRCUIT - medium footage. Role: the thief
Salvatore Pulvirente. Produced by AMIRA FILM 2011 e from
the ERSU Reg. Siciliana and KORE University of Enna.
2009 CESARONI 3 - Role: The comic wizard Mr. Karciofen, 1st
episode. Produced by PUBBLISPEI. Channel 5.
2009 POLICE DISTRICT 9 - Role: the pharmacist Mario Lolli. 5th
episode. Produced by TAODUE FILM. Channel 5. 2009.
2009 RIS ROMA - Role: The Director of Casa Collie - 3rd
episode. Produced by TAODUE. Channel 5. 2009 Together, a
television variety broadcast by Antenna Sicilia, conducted
by Salvo La Rosa. Role: Magic Phantom Mr. Karciofen. Three
episodes
August 2007 MODERN CULTURE led by Teo Mammucari.
Manufactured by MEDIASET. Channel 5. Role: Magic
Phantom Mr. Karciofen His performances have been filmed
on several occasions by RAI 3 - RAI SAT - SKY can. 869 - Sky
Sicilia Channel - Sicily Antenna.
ARTISTIC DIRECTION AND RESPONSIBLE CASTING 2015-2018
Artistic Director Teatro d’essai La Condotta, San Cataldo
(CL) C.so Vittorio Emanuele No. 10.
THEATER
author, director, actor
1) HOTELLO FULL IMMERSION
2) MY NAME IS ... 877!
3) MOON LIGHT, HOMAGE TO FEDERICO FELLINI
4) METEMPSYCOSIS NUNC ET NOW
5) LA GROTTA E LA REGGIA - Figure Theater
6) LAMINTANCE

Roberto Orlando
Regional multi-champion from 2013 to
today hip hop and break dance. Junior category winner in the television
talent A star is being born. TV Talent
Pronegonist Dancing with the Stars on
RAI 1
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Jessica Lena
Born in Feltre on 30/08/1998 and
resident in Agordo, a small village
nestled in the Dolomites, she entered
the world of songwriting from the year
2015.
Born in the environment of musicians,
the drummer father, the uncle and the aunt singers as
part of the piano bar and his singer cousin, he began his
musical career as a child, participating initially in the parish
choir. Years pass and in 2009 he enrolled in the choir of the
“Musici”, always from the country but more professional,
directed by Marina Nessenzia, in which he will participate
for 4 years.
In 2011 he began attending his first piano lessons, the first
year always with Marina Nessenzia and the following years
up to now with the association “Bellus”. Jessica, since 2014,
joins a group of acoustic rock genres, which performs mainly
in bars or village fairs, made up of 3 members beyond her.
He also performs solo piano bar nights.
Also from 2014 he enrolled in real modern singing lessons
with the teacher and singer Jessica Da Re in which he still
participates, and from which he had a breakthrough. In
August 2014, he took part in the 3rd edition of the singing
contest held in Verona and launched by the singing
Academy of Advanced Music.
In 2016 he held workshops with Giuseppe Anastasi, Giuseppe
Barbera and Carlotta Scarlatto and participated in the
contest held in Santa Croce del Lago, “My free singing”
winning the first prize by winning a scholarship to participate
in courses of duration of three weeks At the Toscolano
European Center of Mogol. He participated in the ‘’ Tour
Music Fest ‘’ competition, overcoming the first two selection
phases and arriving at the semi-finals held at the Piper club
in Rome.
In 2017 he participated in the ‘’ Controfestival ‘’ competition
I’m in Castelleone, arriving at the final stage. In 2018 he took
part in the National Competition of Città di Belluno, coming
among the winners.

Rondo Siciliano
The “Rondo Siciliano” ensemble is born
from the need to propose a kind of
mediation between classical music
and pop-rock music. Founded in 2010
by musicians Fabio Palmeri (Oboe),
Michele Caruana ( Violin), Gessica La
Verde (Soprano) Raul Perna (Piano) and the Sicilian Rondo
have already aroused the interest and curiosity of the public
and critics. The main objective of the group is to bring the
new generations closer to discover the classical repertoire
in a totally innovative way, proposing a gradual approach
to the great masterpieces of the classical-operatic
repertoire, with the use of arrangements in a modern key.
and the use of new musical technologies. This leads the
Ensemble to be a guest of various events such as fashion
shows, photographic exhibitions, various cultural events
and concerts: Catania, Caltanissetta, Cefalù, Serifradifalco,
Vallelunga, Caltagirone, Noto etc.
The repertoire of the group turns its interest to the most famous
hits of international classical music, ranging from the famous
genre of the Venetian Rondo to the most famous movie
sound colonies (Morricone), from the opera arias of some
composers to Vivaldi’s stylistic models. , Albinoni, Bach etc
... and is constantly looking for new music, adapting to the
natural sounds of the string orchestra the peculiarity of the
modern and estratic rhythms of instruments such as electric
bass and drums. The orchestra team in many concerts has
come to be composed of about 80 members. In addition
to collaborating with the theaters and the most important
lyrical-symphonic foundations in Italy, the individual
members have tournee engravings and collaborations with
artists such as Bo- celli, Dalla, Carmen Consoli, Bennato,
Battiato, Pooh, Allevi etc ... Recently, Isola was composed
and interpreted, a song that made the soundtrack to the
film “The Sicilians”, with Gullotta, Cucinotta, Sperandeo etc
.. awarded at the Tao film festival.
On the site and almost completed, the new unreleased
album of Rondo Siciliano that will be released very soon.
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Alessia Ventura
Alessia Ventura Training: I attend the
5th primary class of the school “G.
Lombardo Radice “in Caltanissetta
Artistic training: From October 2015
I attended the Giuseppe Giordano
singing Academy where I studied
modern singing with the teacher Martina Priscilla Giordano.
Workshop with actor teacher and director Tony Colapinto;
workshop with the historic chorister of Elisa, Silvia Smaniotto;
participation in the Village Music Academy in the months
of September and October 2017, March and April 2018
obtaining a certificate of participation from the AiCS fp
PROFESSIONAL FORMATION Artistic experiences: For the last
two years I have performed in the spectacles organized
by the Academy in the various theaters of Caltanissetta
and San Cataldo. In March 2017, I performed at the
Teatro dell’Opera of the Municipal Casino of Sanremo for
the national final stages of the Canoro Sanremo Junior
Competition, reserved for children aged between 6 and 15,
obtaining from the Municipality of Sanremo, from ‘aipa and
from the KISMET the semi-final certificate.

In April I got the semifinalist place in the song contest Festival
Città di Caltanissetta.
In May, I got the finalist position at the Enna festival singing
contest. In June I attended the International Meeting of
Entertainment in Tropea where I was selected to be part
of the Village Music Academy, on August 5 I got the first
place in the singing contest of the 33rd Festival of Nebrodi
children category, on August 7 I participated as finalist
at the Solfare Festival, on 24th August I participated as a
finalist at the Zecchino d ‘Argento Festival. On September
30th I was selected by maestro Luca Bechelli to record a
cover for the Village Music Academy compilation in “The
Best in Cover”. In January 2018 I attended the International
Entertainment Meeting as an established student of the
Music Village Academy. On 10 February I performed at the
Casa Sanremo Parade for Sanremo DOC yunior where I was
selected by maestro Fabrizio Venturi to record my cover for
the compilation of Sanremo doc Junior. In the month of
March I was selected by Maestro Vincenzo Sorrentino for a
new television format to be broadcast on La5-Mediaset next
fall. In the next days from 20 to 22 April I will also be present
at the singing competition of Vocine Nuove di Castrocaro,
after having passed the casting with excellent results.

STUDENTS JURY
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Federica Bivona
Student

Hi, my name is Federica Bivona and I
am 16 years old. I attend Liceo classico
linguistico and coreutico Ruggero Settimo,
in the linguistic section and I tackle the
study of English, French and German.
I like many to practice sports and reading. As far as cultural
experiences are concerned, I am part of the Caltanissetta dei
Castelli Leo club, taking on the role of Master of ceremonies during
the current social year. Recently I was in France with the school for
a language course and last summer I spent 2 weeks in Ireland for
a study vacation. I also attended the Pirandello convention held in
Agrigento in December 2016.

Agnese Anzalone
Student

Hi, my name is Agnese Anzalone, I am
16 years old and I study at the Liceo
Classico Linguistico e Coreutico Ruggero
Settimo, in the German language section.
My hobbies are closely related to the
performing arts. Student’s god singing and dancing at the Hathor
Academy and I studied acting and diction for four years. I also
really like photography and the world of cinema. As for cultural
experiences, I had the chance to do a study-holiday in Dublin
for two weeks last summer. Recently I was in France, in Rouen for
a language course with the school. I attended IMUN Catania
in January and the International Convention on Piran- ag in
Agrigento in December 2016. I am part of the young section of the
Archaeological Nissena Association.

Serena Nicoletti
Student

My name is Serena Nicoletti and I am 17
years old. I attend the linguistic sector of
the “Luigi Russo” institute of Caltanissetta.
During my free time I like to listen to music,
sing - when it happens to me - and Gnare.
I also like reading, especially novels in language, contemporary
books as well as the great classics of the past from the likes of
“Romeo and Juliet”. I am very interested in art in general, from
painting to music and even cinematography. One of my hob-bys
is watching movies and TV series (always in English). My favorite
actors are Leonardo Dicaprio and Johnny Deep, while my favorite
director is Tim Burton. Roberto Benigni is the actor / director I
appreciate more among the Italian artists in circulation.

Alessia Tassone
Student

Hi, I’m Alessia Tassone I was born in
Caltanissetta and I’m attending the fourth
year at the I.I.S.S Institute “Luigi Russo”.
I chose languages because I love to know
the culture of other countries and I can
to feel an integral part of the world. I really like reading, traveling,
listening to music and watching movies and TV series because I
am fascinated by the world of cinematography. Another passion
of mine is that of the Latin American world, a passion born from my
Latin origins by my mother.

Alessia Raimondi
Student

I am Alessia Raimondi, I am sixteen and I
attend the third class of the linguistic high
school I.I.S.S Luigi Russo. In my free time I like
reading, watching movies, TV series and I
also go to the gym. I like traveling so much
re, know foreign languages and cultures.

Paolo Anzalone
Student

I am Paolo Giovanni Anzalone, I am 16
years old and I am attending the third
year of the linguistic high school of the
institute I.I.S.S. “Luigi Russo” of Caltanissetta.
I was born and live in San Candido. I have
a great passion for the but I also love cinematography, theater
and everything that happens behind the scenes that makes the
show as fascinating as you can see it from the audience. Practical
swimming for just over 5 years that allowed me to participate in
regional performances with good results. I was a member of
the “Giosuè Carducci” secondary school music center of San
Cataldo, and in the 2013/2014 and 2014/2015 school years, we
were awarded winners of the first national award.
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Sabrina Fallarino

Vera Turco
Student

Student

music and reading.

I’m Sabrina Fallarino. I am 17 years old and
I attend the linguistic address in the “Luigi
Russo” institute.
I like foreign languages, I’m a fan of
cinema and TV series e I love listening to

Institute Mottura Project Live-Evil
The 2G class has been identified as the recipient of the Live
Evil project, which has focused attention on a theory that
affects the whole of cannabis.
Health and school together to undertake an action that
develops along two lines the use of cannabis “for therapeutic
use is the prevention of its use among adolescents. The
main objective was to enhance the skills and knowledge, in
order to encourage adolescents to develop reflective and
critical skills to protect their own health. The challenge of
this project was to try to tackle in a timely and correct way,
but close to the real needs of children, a thorny topic like

Prof. Cinzia Traina
Prof. Fernando Barbieri
Students: Amenta Riccardo, Balan Alexandru, Barrile Riccardo, Cacciatore Daniele,

Hello everyone, my name is Vera and
I am 16 years old. I attend the IISS Luigi
Russo Institute of Caltanissetta and study
languages, my biggest passion. I love the
world of cinema, I like to photograph and discover new places.

that of cannabis, which clashes with the clichés, with the
not always complete news that the media provide, and
with the curiosity and the interest that the subject raises.
Another important goal was the prevention of cannabis
use. The phases of the project were two: 1st phase: after
a careful analysis of the phenomenon, figures were
shown that gave a global vision of the phenomenon. In
a second moment, the questions that formed the body
of the interviews to be made to the various members of
the institutions were drafted by the students themselves.
institutions that have an important role in dealing with
the topic. 2nd Phase: A video was made based on the
interviews made. The project will end with a meeting with
three representatives of the Polish police.

Cancemi Vinvenzo, Comparato Antonio,
Di Graci Claudia, Falzone Mattia, Gangi
Gabriele, Giardina Vittorio, Gruttadauria
Giorgio, Guccione Federico, Gueli Michele,
Iacuzzo Giovanni, la Verde Michele, Lom-

bardo Filippo, Messina Giuseppe, Messineo
David, Miraglia Giorgia, Orlando Giulio,
Saetta Emanuel, Siracusa Luca, Vasapolli
David, Zammiello Ryan, Zuzzè Chiara

School-work alternation
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It is a teaching method, which through practical experience
helps to consolidate the knowledge acquired at school and
to test the attitudes of female students and students in the
field, to enrich their training and to orientate their studies
and, in the future of work, thanks to projects in line with their
study plan.
The alternation between school and work, compulsory
for all students and students of the last three years of high
school, including high schools, is one of the most significant
innovations of Law 107 of 2015 (The Good School) in line
with the principle of open school.

A cultural change for the construction of an Italian way
to the dual system, which incorporates good European
practices, combining them with the specificities of the
productive fabric and the Italian socio-cultural context.
The Cinematographic and Cultural Association Laboratorio
dei sogni, in the 2017 school year 2018 has stipulated
protocols of work-school alternation with the institutes IISS
L.Russo, the Liceo Classico and the Hotelier Institute A, Di
Rocco di Caltanissetta forming more than one hundred
young people in the field of film culture, in the field of events
and in the tourism sector.

General Manager School-work alternation Laboratorio dei
Sogni: Prof. Laura Abbaleo

IISS Luigi Russo
4AL
Tutor: Prof.ssa Liliane Giammorcaro
Bunone Giorgia, Mossuto Angelica
Siracusa Kimberly, Taibbi Francesca

IISS Luigi Russo
3AL
Head Master :
Prof.Maria Rita Basta
General Manager School-work alternation: Prof.ssa Alessandra Belvedere
Tutor:
Prof..ssa Silvia Masramon
Amico Marta
Amore Morena
Anzalone Paolo
Bennardo Marika
Butticè Rosita
Congiu Brenda
Dell’Aiera
Di Stefano Domenico
Fallarino Sabrina
Fina Alessandra
La Marca Flavia
Mammana Marta
Palilla Chiara
Raimondi Alessia
Rizza Giulia
Toscano Laura
Turco Vera

4BL
Tutor: Prof.ssa Giovanna Errore
Amico Carlo
Cardaci Aurora Francesca Maria
Gattuso Gloria Carmela
La Rosa Gabriella
Lauricella Rebecca
Lipani Lorenzo
Munda Martina

Nicoletti Serena
Occhipinto Alessandra
Riggio Manuela
Sillitti Claudia
Sollami Eliana Maria
Surrusca Altea
Tassone Alessia

School-work alternation
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Liceo Classico Ruggero Settimo 3A Dams
Head Master: Prof.ssa Irene Collerone
Tutor: Prof.ssa Marcella Romano e prof.ssa Annarita Tulumello
General Manager School-work alternation: Prof.ssa Nadia Rizzo
Attardi Luigi		
Calì Marta		
Criscuoli Rosario		
Giardina Francesco
Lavattiata Francesca
Maira Manuela		
Mastrosimone Michele
Notarstefano Silvia		
Pignatone Miriam		
Ricciarelli Giorgia		
Vierescu Denis		

Bartolotta Viviana
Canta Matteo
Giammusso Paola
Granatelli Monica
Lofaso Angelo
Marino Marta
Minnella Gaia
Ognibene Marco
Puzzo Ilenia
Terranova Roberta
Vitrano Lidia

IISS A.Di Rocco

The head master
prof. Giuseppina Terranova; Professor
Terrazzino Michelangelo and a representative of the students of the Hotel Hospital
Senatore Angelo di Rocco
of Caltanissetta.

Tutor: Prof.ssa Vanda Muti
Valentino Alessi
Michele Amico
Bartolotta Valerio
Marco Bonsignore
Mattia Bello
Sabrina Caruana
Serena Caruana
Maria Pia D’Angelo
D’Auria Ilenia De Benedictis
Dell’Omini
Francesco Di Mano
Sarah Giordana
Sarah Gordano
Alessio La Placa
La Marca Miriana
Loredana Infitinmia
Lorenza Lunetta
Krizia Manta
Adriana Medico
Mirto Chiara Palermo
Martina Raimondi
Sefora Raimondi
Jessica Romano
Michele Russo
Rossana Petralito
Salvatore Spinello
Gaia Tricoli
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Excellence of Caltanissetta

GIUSEPPE BELLIA

Cinema and Cultural Association
“Laboratorio dei sogni”
ORGANIZATIONAL staff Kalat Nissa Film Festival
Ugo Gregoretti
Honorary President
Born in Rome on 28 September 1930, he
is an illustrious Italian director, journalist,
playwright and intellectual. A witty
and ironical observer on television
(from Controfagotto, 1960, to Il Circolo
Pickwick 1968, to the parodistic series Italian popular novel,
1975, and Eggs fatali, 1977, to the homage to writer Zavattini,
1982, in the inquiry Sottotraccia , 1991, dedicated to “minor”
and semi-hidden Italy), gave the cinema the new angels (1962),
film-obsession with the young, the sci-fi apologue Omicron
(1963), two documentaries (Apollon, a factory occupied, 1969
Contract, 1971) and the autobiographical Maggio musicale
(1990). In 2006 he published his autobiography: Final open. On
15 May 2009 he was presented with the Ilaria Alpi television
journalistic award, conferred on his career, as “journalist,
theater and television author, director, actor, always a man
of high intellectual and civil commitment”. He also conducted
the television program of RAI Design Lessons, where the most
important design objects and constructors were discussed.

Fernando Barbieri
President
He was born in San Cataldo (CL),
he enrolled at the Faculty of
Architecture in Palermo and won an
University “Erasmus” lasting 6 months
in Grenoble in France, where he also
attended photography courses at the Ecole d’Architecture.
He graduated in Architecture and immediately afterwards
qualified for teaching at the graduate school; the following
year he took the title of specialization for teaching to
diversified teens. In addition to his profession as an architect,
he also teaches in various schools in Caltanissetta. For 6
years he is teaching at the ITI Mottura where he makes short
films with diversable boys obtaining awards and prizes in
different cities of Italy (Sanremo, Gorgonzola, Castellamare
di Stabia, Rome, Enna). Since 2016 he is a digital animator.
Strategic partner of the Erasmus Plus Project “New cinema
tools in youth work”.

Roberto Giacobbo
Artistic director
Born in Rome, 12 October 1961, he is
a journalist, television host, television
author and Italian writer. Deputy
Director of Rai 2 until May 2018, author
and director of the Voyager program
on Rai 2. Since 2014 he has dedicated himself enthusiastically
to the artistic direction of the Kalat Nissa Film Festival.

Salvatore Buccoleri
Head of Marketing
Nisseno, who has always been
committed to social issues, sensitive
to the needs of vulnerable groups, for
years has been fighting to promote
initiatives aimed at protecting the
weakest by making personally spokesperson for the problems
of the common people and promoter of charitable
initiatives. From July 2010 to October 2015, as a founding
member, he contributed to the birth of the Association of the
Alzheimer Onlus Family Association of Caltanissetta, holding
the office of President, in order to protect and support the
rights of Alzheimer’s patients and their relatives, starting a
battle to give voice to those who suffer without being able to
externalize their reasons of unease.
In addition, since May 2011, she has been in her free
time collaborating in cultural activities promoted by the
Cinematographic Association “Laboratorio de sogni”,
creator of the Kalat Nissa Film Festival, where she is responsible
for marketing and super visor, as well as a member of the
Board. Recently, with the Association Laboratorio dei Sogni,
he was also involved abroad, in Poland during the Wama
Film Festival, to participate in a masterclass on the value of
short films in the development of citizenship skills of young
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Laura Abbaleo
Public relations
Was born in San Cataldo (CL), she
studies at the Liceo Classico Ruggero
Settimo of CL. In 1994 she won the
“Eschilo Prize” award promoted
by the cultural association Kiwanis
Club of Gela. Passionate about theater and cinema, she
devotes herself to the study of author texts and to the
writing of subjects and screenplays for representation.
She graduated in Classical Literature at the University of
Palermo. Among the exams she supports Italian linguistics
in which she deepens the study of phonetics, diction and
language disorders through a specialized Master of 1500
hours. She is qualified to teach Latin and Greek through
specialization school and then follows the polyvalent title
for teaching diversable children. In 2004 she took part in
a creative writing course with the Palermo writer Beatrice
Monroy. In the years from 2005 to 2018 he devoted herself
to the creation of subjects and screenplays for short films.
Strategic partner of the Erasmus Plus Project “New cinema
tools in youth work”.

Angelo Gueli
Video Editor
Born in Caltanissetta, with a ‘fixed
idea’ always having to follow their
own passions “this leads him to study
electronics first, then photography,
video art and technology. that
of video footage, the light “indispensable element to
photography” following various courses with experts from
the various sectors and obtaining a Master’s degree as a
video operator. The passion for cinema later motivates him
to deepen the technique of cinematographic language.
The meeting with prof. Barbieri allows him to try his hand
at making various short films in 5 years, on behalf of the ITI
Mottura institute with the participation of differently talented
youngsters, which is why he is proud to see them receive
prizes from the various competitions. which the courts still
participate in today.

Walter Lo Piano
Director of Stage
Born
in
Caltanissetta.
Graduate
Diploma.
Always
committed
to
volunteering, both at the parish level as
a sound engineer in musicals, and at the
social level as a member of the Board of
Directors Family Alzheimer’s. Athlete and Provincial President
F.I.Te.T. (Federazione Italiana Tennistavolo) of Caltanissetta.
Passionate about photography, entertainment, graphics and
music. Inexhaustible in the management and organization of
events with a high tolerability to stress and dynamic in dealing
with operational situations.

Giuseppe Tambè
Photographer
Born in 1968. Graduated in nursing.
From an early age he showed
particular interest in art, focusing
on the theater and the theater
Photography so much that they become an integral
part of his life. In 2008 in the theatrical review “Matteo
Indorato” he won the “Best Supporting Actor” award with
“The Imaginary Patient” by Moliere. He began to practice
analogue photography from self-taught, from landscape
photography to macro photography, but his passion was
and is Photography of Portrait. He started to make his first
photo books, first with Black and White film and today with
digital, taking care of every detail: scene, composition and
light. Each shooting is a real project. He says: “I like to build the
image in ideas, to build a feeling with the subject to portray,
focusing on class, elegance and charm”. His “goal” is to be
able to read the soul through the gaze ... that look that has
to seduce the viewer ... “A photo is emotional only when
viewed with the soul”. For the last two years he has been:
absolute winner and jury prize of the national competition in
the Portrait category, 1st place in 6 International Contest in
the category Portrait on Woman, 2 Honorable Mentions at
the FIIPA Awards 2016- 2017 of the FIOF (International Fund
for Photography) in the Portrait category, 27 publications
in the most prestigious Photography site internationally 1X
where he boasts the inclusion of his Portrait in the yearbook
“Visions 1X”.

Cinema and Cultural Association
“Laboratorio dei sogni”
ORGANIZATIONAL staff Kalat Nissa Film Festival
Marta Balzarro
Contact for Oceania

Passionate about cinema and radio.
She has got a Degree in Architecture
and Building Engineering (July 2011)
at the Polytechnic University of Turin Faculty of Architecture - thesis title: The
color hospital measures child. From July 2011 to July 2012:
Member of the Policroma working group at the Politecnico
di Torino for the project “Rifiorisce la vita” of an Oncological
Day Hospital of Turin. May 2012: teaching at the University of
Turin, Faculty of Medicine and Surgery: “Color in the hospital
for the well-being of the patient”. Member of the IIHF World
Women Championship organizing committee 2009: Chief
Servant (coordinator) Athletes, Responsible for the transport
of athletes and VIPs. Assistant Chief (Coordinator) Volunteer
Group Athletes - XX Winter Olympic Games, Turin 2006 and
IX Turin Para- limpic Games 2006; Head (Coordinator) Atleti
Volunteer Service Group, Universiade Torino 2007, Director
(Coordina- tor), Athletes Volunteer Group Service, Sledge
Hockey European Championship 2007. November 2005:
Volunteering in the services of athletes for ice hockey teams
during the Olympic Pre-Test Event. International male and
female ice hockey and Ice Sledge Hockey Tournament
(sledge hockey for disabled athletes). In 2013 she was
appointed by the Kalat Nissa Film Festival as the responsible
contact person for Oceania for the promotion of film culture
in the world.

Salvatore Ligotti
Video shooting
He was born in Piazza Armerina (EN)
in 1974. He graduated from the Enna
Institute of Art and from the Academy
of Fine Arts in Florence. Since 2001 he
teaches in high school. He made the
videos “La Zolfara”, the promo of the Art Institute of Oristano,
that of the Artistic Lyceum of Cagliari, of the Mining Institute
of Iglesias, the short films “For Sale”, “Differences”, “The equi-

Michele Sità
Referent for the countries
of Mittel Europe

He was born in Genoa in 1977,
he graduated in philosophy in
2001. After several researches and
scholarships he began teaching in 2003 at the Department
of Italian Studies of the Catholic University Pázmány Péter
of Piliscsaba (Hungary). Among the various courses,
one of them is still in Italian History of Cinema. In 2003 he
organized an international conference at the Italian
Cultural Institute in Budapest on the occasion of the tenth
anniversary of the death of Federico Fellini. Since 2004 he
has been invited to introduce films of a cinevideoclub, a
permanent seminary of Italian cinema, to the public of the
Italian Cultural Institute in Budapest. Since its inception, it
has taken part in the organization and presentation of the
films of the MittelCinemaFest - Festival Centro Europeo del
Cinema Italiano, an event that annually receives great
success. In 2007 he founded the Szitafilm, of which he is
president, further occupying the exchanges between the
Italian and Hungarian cinemas, as well as their diffusion in
the respective countries. In 2010 he completed his Ph.D. in
Philosophy at the State University ELTE in Budapest, obtaining
the summa cum laude. In 2011 he became an associate
professor at the Catholic University Pázmány Péter. In 2013
he was commissioned by the Ka- lat Nissa Film Festival as
the responsible contact person of the Central Europe for the
promotion of film culture in the world.
valent of love “etc. For several years he has collaborated
with the Mediterraneo Film Festival. From 2008 to 2012 he studied the Stanislavski method with Coco Leonardi. He also attended a course of video-cinema operator at the Institute of
Film and Audiovisual Sciences of Florence, screenwriting with
Nicola Zavagli and the seminars of direction and direction of
photography with Paolo Pisa- nelli, Giuseppe Ferrara, Enrico
Pau, Bruno Fornara. At the Dramatic School of Cagliari, she
attends the course of diction with Marta Proietti Orzella. In
2011, together with his fellow students in the training of the
actor, he founded the theatrical company “Quinte Emotive”
in which he held the role of president for two years.
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Michele Cortese

Valentina Iachetta
Was born in Enna on 14/08/1998. He
attended the last year of the “Liceo
Russo” Liceo Linguistico di Caltanissetta. He loves art in all its forms, in particular painting, music and cinema. Has
exhibited his paintings in different art events and stood out in
various video-making competitions.

Agnese Terranova
She was born in Germany (Darmstadt)
in 1998. She is a student of the Mottura Institute, she took part in European and non-European projects such
as intercultural exchanges, Erasmus
projects, etc. Among the various hobbies e passions stand
out for reading and photography.

Cristiano Giamporcaro
He was born in Caltanissetta, he attended the university of letters in Catania. Among the various interests
that for photography and cinema.

cultural exchange.

Born in Caltanissetta, he graduated
from the Mario Rapisardi Institute of
Calississetta. Particularly passionate
about foreign languages, he participated in several European projects of

Stefano Vilardo
He was born on 08-09-1998 in Caltanissetta, lives in Delia and attends
the last year of the biotechnological
address of I.I.S.S. Luigi Russo (CL). He
loves cinema, video editing and he
participated in the “Generator +16” jury of the Giffoni Film
Festival 2016.

the FESTIVALS
Kalat on Tour - Agordo
On a warm summer evening that saw the presence of
hundreds and hundreds of people in the Sala Don Tamis
on 29 July, after 43 years Agordo’s film “L’uomo dei venti”
(1975) returns to a film directed by Carlo Tuzii, with actors
such as Orso Maria Guerrini, Macha Meril, José Quaglio,
Donatella Farenzena. Music by Sergio Endrigo.
Location beautiful and precious the city of Agordo.
Exceptional guest is the beautiful Sarah Maestri, godmother
of the Kalat on tour event (second edition), which led to
the screening of the film the palimpsest of the cinematic
exhibition that for four evenings enlivened the dolomite
town of Agordo.
In the presence of the mayor of Agordo sig. Sisto Da
Roit Laura Abbaleo presenter of the evening invited the
protagonist Donatella Farenzena and the edition secretary
Dott. Manlio Sito to play on stage; in telephone connection
the male protagonist Orso Maria Guerrini.
During the evening, anecdotes were recalled, people
disappeared, pieces of life lived, moments of filming and
some photos were shown that showed the transformation
of Agordo in 40 years. A moving amarcord that has brought
the interest of the population agordina to the rediscovery of
a pride of the city that until now had been kept confidential
in its soul and that this time has been pleasantly revealed
with so much cordial and orderly participation. For many
young people it was really appreciated to discover the
talent of their grandmothers and also great-grandmothers
in acting in a film.
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the FESTIVALS
Gustando Il Cinema
Welcomed by the public and the press since its first edition,
the “Gustando il Cinema” project born in Varese, this year
becomes itinerant and chooses Agordo as a summer stage
in July 2017, with an even denser edition of events and news
together with the historic partner the Kalat Nissa Film Festival.
Conceived and curated by the 3elle Cultural Association
and directed by Sarah Maestri, the project “Gustando il
Cinema” enhances the union between Cinema and Food.
In fact, “ Gustando il Cinema” took place in Veneto
during the interesting photographic and cultural events
of Torresella, a historic Agordino event during the days
dedicated to the food-themed courts of the Kalat Nissa Film
Festival and it was a further occasion to attract operators,
citizens and tourists who have been able to enjoy two days
of cultural entertainment and good food, to rediscover
the territory and its cultural and gastronomic traditions with
originality, discovering unique flavors of different regions of
Italy.

the FESTIVALS
Pázmány Film Festival – Fifth edition
The Department of Italian, Franciscan and Hispanic Studies
of the Catholic University Pázmány Péter, the Eötv-ös József
College (ELTE) and the Szita lm, with the Patronage of the
Budapest Film Zrt., In collaboration with the Institute Culture
in Budapest, with the Institut Français in Budapest, with the
Institut Cervantes in Budapest with the Cultural Association
Vibibudapest and the Kalat Nissa Film Festival in 2018
organized the fifth edition from 26 February to 2 March of the
Pázmány International Film Festival-Festival of Short Films, a
festival dedicated to youth short films with participants from
all over the world.
The competition consists of three sections: 1) Traditions,
society and culture 2) Short animation 3) Documentary
The films have been viewed by the student juries of which
students of the Laboratory of Dreams Association have also
taken part. In the same days of February, workshops were
also held on the cinema, enriched by in-depth insights held
by experts in the field.
These include Fernando Barbieri and Laura Abbaleo from
the Sicilian Kalat Nissa Festival. This year, a very high number
of films, 562 short films from 60 countries “read page Fabook”
Pázmány Film Festival “to find detailed information. Among
the honorable guests of the 2018 edition is Gábor Piroch,
well-known in Hungary - and not only - to those gravitating
around the cinema industry: he is in fact coordinating the
many Hungarian counter-figures found in the credits of
many American and international productions. 40 years
of experience both as a stunt and a stunt coordinator,
including colossal such as Titanic, La Mummia and Mr. and
Mrs. Smith. Gábor Piroch has worked for world-renowned
directors, from Spielberg to Woody Allen, as well as Dario
Argento and Ron Howard.
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His opening was on Monday February 26th at 10 am at the
Catholic University’s Budapest office (Mikszáth Kálm- án tér
1.).
Another notable guest was the famous French actor and
screenwriter Emmanuel Courcol who held a masterclass.

the FESTIVALS
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Kameralne Lato - Radom
Welcomed by the public and the press since its first edition,
the “Gustando il Cinema” project born in Varese, this year
becomes itinerant and chooses Agordo as a summer stage
in July 2017, with an even denser edition of events and news
together with the historic partner the Kalat Nissa Film Festival. Conceived and curated by the 3elle Cultural Association and directed by Sarah Maestri, the project “Gustando il
Cinema” enhances the union between Cinema and Food.
“Enjoying the Cinema” will take place, in fact, in Veneto during the interesting photographic and cultural events of Torresella, a historic Agordino event in the days dedicated to
the food theme courts of the Kalat Nissa Film Festival and will
be a further opportunity to attract operators, citizens and
tourists who will enjoy two days of cultural entertainment
and good food, to rediscover the territory and its cultural
and gastro- nomic traditions with originality, discovering unique flavors from different regions of Italy.
The awards will be held in Varese in August.

Marek Swiszcz
Inspector Marek Świszcz was born in 1964. He started serving
in the police in 1991, shortly after graduating from the Faculty
of Law and Administration of the Maria Curie-Skłodowska University in Lublin. He was immediately fascinated by the investigative work. He started his service at the Puławy District Police
headquarters, then he was transferred to Garwolin, where he
worked in the investigative section, he was also deputy commander for criminal matters, and from April 2006 he was a
county commander.
In April 2012 he was appointed Deputy Head of the Radom
Provincial Police and responsible for the prevention department. “Police must be among people and for people” is his
motto. For a long time Commander Świszcz was a lecturer at
the post-secondary study on the protection of people and
property. As he says, working with young people brings him
many satisfactions. In his free time he dedicates himself to his
two passions: history and cycling.
Every day tries to remember to be good for people. Marek
Świszcz is married and has a daughter.

the FESTIVALS
Zakopane
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the FESTIVALS
Formia Film Festival
The Formia Film Festival is an International Film Festival conceived by Daniele Urciuolo who intends to promote the film
at national and international level, with the aim of strengthening the combination that unites the territory of the
South Pontino and the seventh art, both from the point of
artistic-cultural sight both from the strategic one of economic flywheel of the sector. The Festival is an event that aims
to enhance the Cinema in different forms and promote its
knowledge among the public; to propose short films and
documentaries in Competition, first and second works by
young independent directors and enhance the extraordinary cultural and environmental heritage of our territory on
a national and international level. Since 2018 the Formia Film
Festival has been twinned with the Kalat Nissa Film Festival.

the FESTIVALS
Fiumefreddo prize
“Smitizzare in allegria”
On the occasion of the thirtieth edition of the itinerant national prize “Ad Honorem”, to unite in joy that was held in
Fiumefreddo di Sicilia on April 14th, a prestigious award was
given to the president of the cinematographic and cultural
association “Laboratorio dei sogni” Fernando Barbieri.
The award was given by a jury chaired by international
president Birgit Preisinger Mensah, a noted dancer choreographer from Munich. Patron of the event Francesco Mazzullo, versatile and brilliant artist of an event that has now
reached its thirtieth edition.
The honorary itinerant national award “Smitizzare in allegria”
thanks to the prestigious programs of the important personalities of the previous years is an important annual event
on the international scene for the valorisation of the winners
who have distinguished themselves for their territory’s development. , tourism, culture, social, art and professions.
The motivation with which the jury awarded the award to
Fernando Barbieri reported the following judgment: “The
monograph is for him not only art but also a social commitment. As president and legal representative of the cinematographic and cultural association “Laboratorio dei Segni”,
he has succeeded in promoting cultural initiatives related to
the dramatic and figurative arts.
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Kalat Ciak Emotion
The logic of good practices in the production and protection of cinema is the central theme of “Kalat Ciak Emotion”, Seminar organized by the Film and Cultural Association “Laboratorio dei Sogni” and sponsored and supported
by the Lazio Region- Directorate for Culture and Youth Policies - Area of Figurative Arts, cinema, audiovisual and multimedia, which is held on Wednesday, 5 July 2017, from 10 am
to 1.30 pm in Rome in the exceptional setting of the Casa
del Cinema - Deluxe Room (Largo Marcello Mastroianni, 1).
Central theme of the initiative is the cinematographic education of young Europeans through the development of
good cinematographic practices with particular attention
to the contemporary context in which they live and to the
“new film tools”, real and proper communication tools for
training and a profession.
The debate, moderated by Roberto Giacobbo, was attended by some of the most representative personalities who
promote and protect the Italian cinema: Dott.ssa Miriam
Cipriani (Director of the Department for Culture and Youth
Policies - Regione Lazio), Dott. Pierluigi Regoli (Executive Secretary for Culture Counsel for Youth Policies - Lazio Region),
Dott. Maurizio Gianotti (Journalist and author of RAI), Dott.
ssa Camilla Cormanni (International Promotion of Classic
Cinema - Luce Cinecittà), Dott. Valerio Valla (Studio Valla
Europe Consulting), Dr. Valerio Torino (AGIS - President Buonacultura Association - MIBACT), Adelmo Togliani (Actor,
Director and President of Accademia Achille Togliani), Vincenzo Alfieri, (actor, director and screenwriter), Dott. Roberto Cipullo (Film producer and creative director at Camaleo
srl), Dott. Giuseppe Alessio Nuzzo (Director General of the
Social World Film Festival), Dott. Giuseppe Squillaci (director
and visual effect supe rvisor), Arch. Fernando Barbieri (President of the Cinema and Cultural Association of the Dream
Laboratory), Prof. Laura Abbaleo (Public Relations Kalat Nissa Film Festival).
The special guest speakers at the event alternated in a rich
debate aimed at taking stock of the film production situation in Italy and abroad, focusing the spotlight on prospects,
opportunities, new languages, new markets and case histories. The second edition of the Kalat Ciak Emotion sponsored
by the Lazio Region - Directorate for Culture and Youth Policies - Figurative Arts, Cinema, Audiovisual and Multimedia
will take place in December 2018 in Rome at the Casa del
Cinema - Sala Deluxe.
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Antenna d’Oro
Absolute Prize Best Short Film
The Caltanissetta radio-transmitter system is a plant, now inactive, for broadcasting in long, medium and
short waves. Its main element is an omnidirectional antenna of 286 meters of height, which holds the
record for the highest structure in Italy. The structure, located on the Colle Sant’Anna, is made up of a
self-supporting trussed tower, provided with rods. The long-wave transmitter has a power of 10 kW. The
plant, owned by RAI, was inaugurated in 1951 and used for transmission in long waves at 189 kHz. Managed in the last period by Rai Way, it was shut down in August 2004, due to the progressive removal of the audience from the AM
radio and the cost of maintaining the facilities, which has led many broadcasters to abandon the broadcasts in these bands.
The shortwave system, consisting of antennas separated from the main structure, operated on the frequencies of 6060 kHz with
3 kW of power, while on the 7175 and 9515 kHz with 5 kW. Previously, the plant on 6060 kHz was used with a power of 25 kW. It
was also used for transmissions of an Arabic-language newsletter broadcast in medium waves (Caltaniska 1 - 567 kHz). Until 1965
it also held the record for the highest structure in Europe beaten by the 388-meter Belmont Transmitting Station located in Great
Britain, still the highest structure in the entire European Union. The antenna is visible from more than 30 km away from the Nisseno
capital. For the periodic maintenance there are constantly specialized technicians for high-altitude works. In a few years the
municipal administration has planned the illumination of the antenna with suggestive light effects that will make it a unique work
in the Sicilian landscape. also Italian. For this initiative, the opinion of RAI is expected.

Trabonella
Best Short Film “I’m different from whom?”
Located on the right bank of the river Imera, the Trabonella zolfara was, between the end of the 19th
century and the beginning of the 20th century, the largest of the Nissene mines both for the number of
workers and for the extraction equipment at the time but it is sadly remembered as the theater of tragic
episodes. In 1863, in fact, a burst of grisou caused the death of 82 workers, only a few years later, in
1867, within the tunnels as many as 42 workers died of asphyxia for sulfur dioxide. Finally in 1911 another
serious disaster marked the history of the mine: a burst of grisou caused a fire that lasted 10 days in which 40 workers died and
16 were injured. Following this disaster the mine remained closed until 1914. In addition to being insecure, the environment of
mines was also unhealthy: the occurrence of diseases such as ankylostomiasis (also called “malaria delle solfare”), of various
pathologies of the respiratory system, and of various forms of arthrosis was very common among the miners. These dramatic
conditions imposed on the State, starting from 1898, a concrete intervention to guarantee the health and safety at work of
the sulphurians. Today, on the territory of the mine of Trabonella, the landscape mining constraint “Media Valle del Salso or
Imera Meridio- nal “and the mine in process of ownership of the regional property, is entrusted in custody to the City of Caltanissetta. With its contradictions the mine of Trabonella is strongly representative of the history and of the “Civiltà delle Zolfare”
and constitutes a paradigm of all the difficulties, the errors but also the innovations, the experimentations, the discoveries that
characterized the exploitation of the solfiferi strands Sicilians for more than two centuries.
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ROSSO DI SAN SECONDO
Best Foreign Short Film
Pier Maria Rosso of San Secondo was born in Caltanissetta on November 30th 1887 by Count Francesco
and Emilia Genova. In 1934 he married Ingle Redlich, a young university student of Polish origin. Theatrical
artist represented all over the world, at the suggestion of Pirandello he obtains the Premio dell’Accademia of Italy, which allows him to build a villa, in Lido di Camaiore. His new home becomes a destination for
artists and admirers who are welcomed with sincere friendship, but his illness is inexorable and November
22, 1956 dies in his home in Lido di Camaiore. He is temporarily buried in Capezzano Pianore; after a few years his remains will
find permanent residence in Caltanissetta. The Nisseno Rosso di San Secondo is the most European author of the early twentieth century. From the very beginning he grasps the need for a theater free from preconceived schemes, a new language,
unquestionably poetic, a new way of narrating the human condition and the solitude of man. In his theater and his narrative the
themes of acceptance and rebellion, of destiny and of the tragic, of flesh and soul, reality and fantasy, become the supporting
elements of his poetics of truth. Rosso seeks the authenticity of things in the internal and external conflicts of things, in silences,
in the dramas of passion, in sex, in eroticism, in solitude, in madness. A real experimenter who decidedly turned away from the
style of theatrical writing in vogue at that time. His true style, direct but still poetic, gives his creatures that accent of northern
European fable but steeped in the fire of a true southern.

SAN MICHELE
Best Comic Short Film
“San Michele” is the patron of our city. The etymological meaning of the name Michele is “Who is like
God?” And in the Sacred Scripture St. Michael the Archangel is considered “supreme head of the celestial army”, that is, of angels in war against evil (which is why in art fi gurativa is portrayed armed in the
act of fighting the devil). The Saint he was elected patron of the city of Caltanissetta in the first half of
the seventeenth century. When in fact in 1624 the plague broke out in Sicily, it was feared that the epidemic would reach the
city. In Caltanissetta there are two parties in honor of San Michele. One takes place on May 8 in memory of the apparition
of the Patron Saint. His statue is carried in procession from the Cathedral, where it is kept, to the sanctuary dedicated to him.
The statue remains there for a few days, before returning to the Cathedral. The other party is celebrated on September 29th,
liturgical day. After the solemn pontifical celebrated by the Bishop, the statue is carried in procession along the streets of
the center. During the procession, a devout shouts: “And we all cried!” And all the others answer: “Long live the princes San
Micheli Arcangilu”. The procession ends with the traditional fireworks.
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Gessolungo
Best Short Film “Free Theme”
The Caltanissetta basin, which included the Gessolungo sulfiferous group, was revealed thanks to its
privileged geographic position, which was extremely advantaged. The mining group of Caltanissetta
was one of the first to be cultivated in the northern slope of the Gessolungo Mine. There are still some
holes in the Briscale (Sulfur oxidized and emerging on the surface) dating back to the early 18th century.
However, the Gessolungo mine holds another sad record. In 1881, in fact, the zolfara was ravaged by
the greatest disaster never occurred in Sicily: 81 workers died for a burst of grisou. It was so deep the popular emotion that it
was requested and the victims were buried in a cemetery, the “Cemetery of the Carusi “, built for the occasion near the nolfena and still visitable. The cultural interest towards the Sicilian zolfatari world was noticeably marked after the Second World
War: poets, writers, painters, journalists, photographers, directors described the mines and the life of the sulfur. In particular in
the areas of the Nisseno basin, the photographic service realized by Trenkler di Lipsia in 1904 and part of the film “Cavalleria
Rusticana” directed by Rossellini is worth mentioning.

Redentore
Best Animation Short Film
The monument to the Redeemer is located on the highest peak of Monte San Giuliano, which dominates the whole of Caltanissetta. It is a pedestal containing in its interior a chapel, which starts with a
square plan and becomes circular to give adequate support to the statue of the Redeemer. At the
beginning of the twentieth century, nineteen monuments were commissioned by Pope Leo XIII to Cristo
Re- dentore, one in every region of Italy (at the time 19). Among the regions that responded to the Pope’s appeal, vi it was Sicily that chose the peak of Monte San Giuliano, in the heart of the island, as the site for the erection
of the monument. The project was entrusted to the architect Ernesto Basile, son of Giovan Battista Filippo Basile (the architect
of the Teatro Massimo di Palermo). The foundation stone was laid on May 13, 1900. The statue of the Redeemer arrived from
Rome on July 30th, but no great celebrations were made because the king of Italy Umberto I had just been murdered in
Monza and had been declared national mourning. For this reason, the inauguration of the monument was postponed: from
the end of August until September 30, 1900, there were great celebrations in the city and the inauguration took place in the
presence of cardinals, bishops, clergy and people from all over Sicily.
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Tripisciano
Best Short Film “Comics”
He was born in the ancient district of Saccarella in Caltanissetta. As a child he was familiar with the clays
with which he created various sketches. This was what was noticed by the baron and his patron Guglielmo Luigi Lanzirotti and the honorable Pugliese. In 1884 he made his first award-winning work: “Mario on
the ruins of Carthage”, for the competition of the National Academy of San Luca, where he won the
silver medal. In 1888, now mature and aware of his means, he left the studio of the sculptor Fabio Altini
and took a studio in Rome. Later he married Edvige Carli, from whom he had a son: Ferdinando.
Tripisciano remained in Rome for more than twenty years, participating actively in the artistic life of the capital and knowing
journalists, poets and artists; while maintaining strong ties with his hometown, also due to the presence of his parents and his
sister who came back every summer to visit. His technical skills and his adherence to classical formal models allowed him
to obtain important commissions of public commemorative works in various parts of Italy, in fact all his production is greatly
celebratory. After the success of the inauguration of the “Monumento a Gioacchino Belli”, inauguration took place on May
4, 1913 and realized in very short times and for this physically proven, the Tripisciano decided to return to Caltanissetta for a
necessary rest. Here, following a sudden pulmonary infection, he died on the morning of September 21, 1913 at only 53 years
old, in his birthplace in Via Ciantro Marrocco, 32. [2] He was buried on Tuesday 23 September at 10.00 am in the Lanzirotti
Chapel. He left in his will all the works and sketches in plaster (gipsoteca) of his studio in the city of Caltanissetta.
This only after 2010 creates a museum dedicated to him today open to the public. He also donated his entire collection of
books to the Scarabelli library. Moreover, according to the chronicles, mindful of the episode of temporary blindness, suffered
at a young age, he donated ten thousand lire of the time for the ophthalmology of the Nisseno civil hospital. In addition, he
left a fund of 6,000 lire for the creation of a bust by his friend Enrico Quattrini with his effigy; bust that will be erected in 1922 in
the square dedicated to him.
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Kalat on Tour
Next events

The Dream Laboratory Association in the coming months
has also planned several other interesting events such as
co-organizing in July 2018 a film festival in Australia in the
city of Perth. In December 2018 at the Casa del Cinema in
Rome - Sala Deluxe will be the turn of the second edition of
the interesting conference sponsored by the Lazio Region
known as “Kalat Ciak emotion” which will focus on good
cinematographic practices for those who produce it. and
benefits from it not only as a spectator, but also as a technician.
There will be institutional authorities such as the Ministry of
Cultural Heritage and also representatives of the Anica of
Fapav and Anem. The moderator of the conference will be
Roberto Giacobbo. Among the upcoming events, also the
conclusion of the Erasmus Plus project “ACE” Alpine cinematographic exchange in Grenoble in France from 19 to
27 May 2018.
Subsequently to Agordo for the third consecutive year will
be organized the beautiful exhibition Kalat on Tour.

ROMA - Cinema house

AGORDO - heart of Dolomiti
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PERTH - Australia
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Short Animation
FRAMED
Director: Marco Jemolo
Country: Italia
Duration: 7m Fk
The protagonist, is a little man of plasticine, those used in
the animated film to make entertainment films. But he has
a profound soul and a strong critical spirit: he rebels against
his condition. In an interrogation room in an anonymous police district, Fk came to look for the freedom that every living
being needs: that of choosing one’s destiny.

AILAN
PREVIEW
Director: ubrail Abubaker Rahman
Country: Iraq
Duration: 4,32s
Although the world speaks of freedom, the ALAN KURDISH
who has a year will find his freedom in the waves of the sea.

FINALISTS
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trailers
THE SONG OF SWAY LAKE
Director: Ari Gold
Country: USA
Duration: 1, 34s
USA The music collector Ollie Sway recruits his only friend,
a bizarre Russian tramp, to help him steal a record from his
family’s estate.

ROSSOTREVI- TWICE IN HISTORY
Director: Marco Gallo
Country: Italia
Duration: 2,08
It is the official Trailer of the docufilm about 10 years of performance and provocations by Graziano Cecchini Rosso
Trevi, from Rossotrevi 2007 to Rossotrevi 2017! Directed by
Marco Gallo, videomaker Marco Gallo, who has embarked
on this very long journey lasting 6 years! With the interviews
of Manuela Baldi to the Futurist artist and the special contributions of Maurizio Costan- zo, Oliviero Toscani, Vittorio
Sgarbi, Carmelo Sardo, Cesara Buonamici and Maurizio
Battista.
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AM I DIFFERENT, FROM WHO?
PERFECTION
Director: Riccardo Di Gerlando
Country: Italia
Duration: 2,40s

A girl tries to draw a very difficult job ...

SETTE PASSI
Director: Matteo Graia
Country: Italia
Duration: 15m
RB Produzioni
This is the story of Said, a 16-year-old from Egypt who just
arrived in Rome. The meeting with Mourad Cambiera ‘his
life: “sometimes to operate the good serves an extreme
act violence”.
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AM I DIFFERENT, FROM WHO?
PIOVE
Director: Ciro D’Emilio
Country: Italia
Duration: 7,28
Four African girls and a radiant rainy day.

P
Director: Marcus Hanisch
Country: Germania
Duration: 20m
To get rid of guilt, the “P” scientist transfers a traumatic
memory to an android robot girl. While he is adopting the
identity of P, P begins to forget himself.
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AM I DIFFERENT, FROM WHO?
PEGGIE
Director: Rosario Capozzolo
Country: Italia
Duration: 9,42s
EleNfanT DistriButioN
Inspired by facts that really happened, the film deals with
the theme of dementia as a chance to travel through time.
A special gift from the protagonist, Peggie, who, moving
from one room to another in her home, finds herself in a few
moments, to cross different periods of her life. More than a
time jump in a few meters, where the last one will lead her
to a blind alley from which only a person apparently foreign
to her can take her out and bring her back home. Like every
day for at least ten years.

PIPINARA
Director: Ludovico Di Martino
Country: Italia
Duration: 14,15s
Distributore Premiere Film
A group of young people from the Roman villages meet each
day with boredom, squalor and misery. Used to living in a world where there are no reference points like school or family,
they make a living by stealing. Domenico, convinced by a
friend of his, decides to prostitute himself, but at the decisive
moment he can not give himself to the man, who his friends
end up killing with punches and kicks. The man is Pier Paolo
Pasolini. Revisitation of one of the most tragic pages of Italian
crime, narrated, however, from the point of view of the murderers, belonging to that very village that the intellectual had
so loved and defended in his works.
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AM I DIFFERENT, FROM WHO?
CHE FINE HA FATTO L’INCIVILTÀ?
Director: Delio Colangelo
Country: Italia
Duration: 26, 56s
Guido is a disabled boy who is struck by the sudden appearance of a beautiful girl. But how can I talk to her? It is
convinced that the only opportunity to know is to rely on the
proverbial lack of Italian sensitivity to disability. Faced with
an impediment, she will have to help him! And instead the
city administration and the citizens are against him, flaunting
vision and civic sense. Fortunately, incivility will come at the
right time.
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Free theme
THE PERFECT GIRL
Director: Nahahid Shah
Country: India
Duration: 14.12
The Perfect Girl ‘is a story of a little girl who lives with her single
parent; his father, in a small part of Mumba - also known as
the “City of Dreams”. They had created their own little world
where they had everything they needed. Suffering from
hearing and talking disabilities, this child was attracted to
dance like any other normal child, but what made the child
special was her imagination and she struggled to overcome
the layer of her disability and learn how to dance. with the
help of an available and careful dancer who makes her
believe that all she needs is a dream.

LE SCONFESSIONI
Director: Pasquale Cangiano
Country: Italia
Duration: 13’
Distribution associak Independent Distribution
Distribution Joshua has committed a crime and knows that it is
right to confiscate one’s sins. In church, to Father Finnegan, he
reveals that he has killed the woman he loved trying to explain
that “what you do for love always goes beyond good and
evil”.
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Free theme
LA FORZA DELLE DONNE
Director: Marco Bova e Laura Apra
Country: Italia –Iraq
Duration: 10,49s
Gender diversity in areas of conflict and migration through
an all-female look. A journey into the Middle East.
From Lebanon to Iraqi Kurdistan to Mosul, assisted by ISIS.

CARONTE
Director: Luis Tinoco
Country: Spagna
Duration: 15m
Selected Film Distribution
Caronte explains the story of Debbie, a teenager whose
only concern is herself, social media, mobile and friends. He
is rude to his family, especially his little brother. But after a
dramatic car accident, she begins to regret the way she
behaved with them. Unexpectedly, the story of Debbie is linked to that of Arsys, an experienced military and space pilot
who tries to survive a huge space battle that takes place in
other times ... another galaxy ... another universe.
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Short Comic
FISOLOFIA
Director: Nicola Palmeri
Country: Italia
Duration: 16,25
Nino has a strong existential crisis. It involves its two retired
friends in a philosophical discussion at the bar.
Amidst circuses, shamrocks and parrots ...

CANI DI RAZZA
Director: Riccardo Antonaroli, Matteo Nicoletta
Country: Italia
Duration: 20’
Premiere Distribution
Having refused yet another request for funding, Giulio and
Vincen- zo two screenwriters in their thirties decided to
write an ad hoc short film to win the Nastro d’Oro. To pity
the public Vincenzo, proposes as a protagonist his cousin
Corradino a boy in a wheelchair, who can communicate
only through a computerized voice. Corradino will accept
but on one condition: he must also be the director of the
opera. The two scriptwriters will also be obliged to include a
well-known Italian actor in the cast who likes the “system”,
as a fundamental piece to obtain the ministry’s funding. The
work convinces critics and the public, winning the coveted
prize. But the new director, against all fake goodness, will
take advantage of it by tightening the two screenwriters to
get out of the winners’ wagon
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Short Comic
FANTASIA
Director: Teemu Nikki
Country: Finlandia
Duration: 9,20s
Distribution ZEN Movie
A country boy does not want to eat potatoes. He wants something more exotic.

USPEKH (SUCCESS)
Director: Valentin Suntsov
Country: Russia
Duration: 8m
How to wake up successfully one day? Your movements are
precise, your eyes project trust, wear expensive clothes and
an expensive watch, drive an elegant car.
IS’ this the real success?
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Title

Lenght

The Song of Sway LakeU.S.A.
Cani di razza Pedigree
Perfection
Sette passi (Seven Steps)
Framed
La Macchina Umana (The Human Machine)
Rossotrevi-Due volte nella storia
HO_ pe 02
Peggie
La Giornata (Day labor)
Ailan
Che fine ha fatto l’inciviltà?
fiSOlofia
Volti nell’ombra
L’appuntamento
Pastries
Pipinara
A friend in me
The perfect girl
IRony
Da morire
La barba
La partita
Le sconfessioni
Fuecu e cirasi
La forza delle donne
La condanna dell’essere
Piove
Fantasia
Bismhillah
Caronte
Uspekh (Success)
Exodus
P
El niño y la noche
What you call love?
El atraco
El audiofono
Enfants Perdu
Exciting life

Ari Gold
Riccardo Antonaroli- Matteo Nicoletta
Riccardo Di Gerlando
Matteo Graia
Marco Jemolo
Accademia Togliani- Simone Siragusano
Marco Gallo
Francesco Bruno Sorrentino Antonio Genovese
Rosario Capozzolo
Pippo Mezzapesa
Jubrail Abubaker
Delio Colangelo
Nicola Palmeri
Fabrizio Pastore
Vito Cea
Gianluca Manzetti
Ludovico Dimartino
Gianluca Manzetti
Nahahid Shah
Radheya Jegatheva
Alfredo Mazzara
Alfredo Mazzara
Francesco Carnesecchi
Pasquale Cangiano
Romeo Conte
Marco Bova- Laura Aprati
Adriano Morelli
Ciro D’Emilio
Teemu Nikki
Alessandro Grande
Luis Tinoco
Valentin Suntsov
Jana Nedzvetkaya
Marcus Hanisch
Claudia Ruiz
Firat Yavuz
Alfonso Diaz
Samuel Quiles Palop
Ermanno Dantini
Anna Yanovskaia

Section Country
1,34
15
2,4
15
7
19,58
2,08
9,29
9,42
11
4,32
6,56
16,25
20
20
16
14,15
10
14,12
7,53
11
14
18
13
15
10,49
9,54
7,28
10
14,07
15
8
9
20
12
20
10
14
16,15
1,27

Trailer
Comics
aidfw
aidfw
Animation
Free Theme
Trailer
Animation
aidfw
Free Theme
Animation
aidfw
Comics
aidfw
Free Theme
Free Theme
aidfw
Free Theme
Free Theme
Animazione
Free Theme
Free Theme
Free Theme
Free Theme
Free Theme
FT (Doc)
Free Theme
aidfw
Comics
aidfw
Free Theme
Comic
Free Theme
aidfw
Animation
aidfw
FT- Comic
FT-Comic
Free Theme
Trailer

Distribution
U.S.A
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
U.S.A
Italy
Iraq
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Australia
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy/Iraq
Italy
Italy
Finland
Italy
Spain
Russia
Russia
Germany
Argentine
Turkey
Spain
Spain
Italy
Russia

SPECIAL MENTION

LABORATORIO DEI SOGNI

Special mention is given to Pasquale Cangiano for his strong
message of social commitment, wisely conducted thanks to
a direction that shows a mature professionalism in a versatile
way.

Le sconfessioni

by Pasquale Cangiano
Duration: 13’
Italy

The special mention is given to Valentin Suntsov for the
amusing script that manages to surprise the viewer at the
end with the overturning of the point of view. An important
message that in the end shows how much life has a
thousand factions.

Unspekh (Success)
by Valentin Suntsov
Duration: 8m
Russia
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Stefania Casini, film producer, director and actress
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and Emilia Ruiz, winner of the Trabonella award - AM I DIFFERENT FROM WHO? - 2017 edition

PARTNERS ASSOCIATIONS
Vespa Club Caltanissetta
The Cinematographic and Cultural Association Laboratory of Dreams since its inception has created a network
of contacts with associations and realities of the local, national and international territory.
The network of the most affectionate Associations is constituted by the Alzheimer Family Association, by the
Vespa Club Caltanissetta, by the Moto Club Pietrarossa and by the Duciezio association, with whom we often
collaborate in social awareness campaigns for the weakest gender for young people and above all with which you work to
export a promotion of the territory that takes away the film clichés
of an unhealthy and hopeless Sicily.
Vespa Club Caltanissetta Presiduta by the president Cav. Giuseppe Middione also the Vespa Club Caltanis- tica gathers the fans
of the Italian style vehicle for anti-mas- tery: the Vespa. Aimed
at sensitizing good road practices, especially for young athletes,
including members of the Vespa Clubs share a passion for conservation and restoration of historic vehicles.
Very good in organizing rallies and sporting events, they boast
a strong cohesion and an energy that characterizes their Club
identity.
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Eric Romero - winner of the Kalat Film Festival - 2017 edition
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sponsorships

SPONSORS

media partners

TECHNICAL SPONSORS
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partner associations

partner schools

IIS
Sen. Angelo DI ROCCO
Caltanissetta

IISS “S.Mottura”
Caltanissetta

festivals partners

thank you
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